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With the renewed interest in rigid, counter-rotating coaxial rotor de-
signs, and the increased fidelity of fully coupled CFD/CSD simulations, there
exists a lack of comprehensive experimental data for a rotor system with which
to validate analyses. The goal of this dissertation is to generate a new set of
measurements on a model-scale rigid coaxial rotor systems in hover and high
speed forward flight. A counter-rotating transmission was built, incorporating
6-component upper and lower rotor load cells for individual hub load measure-
ments. Upper and lower rotor control systems, as well as complementary in-
strumentation including pushrod load cells, root pitch measurement and blade
tip clearance sensors were developed. Two sets of rotor blades were fabricated
and characterized using stereoscopic digital image correlation in combination
with static and dynamic loads. A novel rotating-frame operational modal
analysis successfully identified the first blade flap frequency and aerodynamic
damping.
vii
Hover testing focused on quantifying the effects of upper and lower
coaxial rotor interference when compared to isolated rotors. Statistical analy-
sis of the measured data revealed clear trends with a known confidence level.
Due to mutual interference, the upper and lower rotors of the coaxial config-
uration consumed 18% and 49% more induced power than that of an isolated
two-bladed rotor. The coaxial counter-rotating configuration was found to
consume 6% less induced power than an isolated, four-bladed single rotor of
equal solidity. While torque balanced, the upper rotor was found to produce
54% of the total system thrust regardless of blade loading. Significant four-
per-revolution vibratory thrust was observed in the lower rotor, with primary
and secondary peaks corresponding to bound vortex and blade thickness in-
teractions respectively.
Wind tunnel testing examined the effects of lift offset and rotor phas-
ing at high forward flight speeds. Rotor effective lift-to-drag ratio was found
to increase with increasing advance ratio and lift offset, resulting in a 50%
peak efficiency gain. The lower coaxial rotor was found to operate at higher
lift-to-drag ratio than the upper rotor, due to the reversal of differential upper
and lower rotor thrust compared to hover. Lift offset resulted in a decrease
in blade tip clearance with a corresponding rise in rotor side force. Vibra-
tory loads increased with advance ratio, with the largest occurring at two and
four-per-revolution harmonics. Lift offset decreased vibratory forces while in-
creasing vibratory in-plane moments. The coaxial system experienced reduced
vibratory in-plane forces and torque compared to the isolated rotors due to
viii
cancellation between upper and lower rotor loads. Adjusting the inter-rotor
index angle modified vibratory forces and moments transmitted to the fixed
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Coaxial counter-rotating (CCR) rotor systems trace their history back
as far as the mid 18th century, to the design of simple elastic and spring pow-
ered toys. As progress towards a fully functional rotorcraft continued into the
early 1900s, many prototypes continued to use the CCR rotor arrangement as
a means of managing rotor torque reactions, as well as for dealing with lift
asymmetry in forward flight. The advent of the familiar single main rotor and
tail rotor design with cyclic pitch control led to the near wholesale abandon-
ment of the CCR. With the exception of designs by the Russian Kamov Design
Bureau, no modern, manned CCR helicopters have seen mass production.
However, in the last decade, there has been a renewed interest in the
CCR rotor system paired with auxiliary propulsion as a serious candidate for
next-generation helicopter designs. The key driving requirements for these new
rotorcraft are high-speed forward flight, increased range, and greater cruise
efficiency. Conventional, single main rotor designs are unable to meet the per-
formance targets due largely to the inherent asymmetry of the flow conditions
around the rotor disk in forward flight. This asymmetry is most apparent in
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the tangential velocity seen by a blade section as it rotates around the rotor
disk. Equation 1.1 shows the dependence of tangential velocity, UT , on blade
azimuth angle that increases with forward flight speed. The resulting blade
operating conditions are shown in figure 1.1 for a forward flight speed equal
to one half the rotor tip speed. On the advancing side of the rotor, with az-
imuthal angle ψ < 180◦, the forward flight velocity adds to the rotor angular
velocity creating a region of high dynamic pressure. At high speeds this can
lead to adverse compressibility effects at the blade tip as the drag divergence
Mach number is reached. On the retreating side, ψ > 180◦, the forward flight
speed subtracts from the rotor angular velocity resulting in a large region of
reversed flow near the blade root. Outboard of the reversed flow region the
retreating blade operates at a low dynamic pressure, reducing the capacity for
producing lift on the retreating blade.
UT = ΩR + V sin(ψ) (1.1)
These inflow conditions result in large vibratory loads and power con-
sumption as well as place hard limits on the ability to trim the helicopter
in high-speed forward flight. As flight speeds increase, rotor rolling moments
are trimmed by reducing the advancing blade pitch while simultaneously in-
creasing the retreating blade pitch to compensate for the dynamic pressure
mismatch. As the reverse flow region grows, the retreating blade angle of
attack becomes so large as to induce dynamic stall. The blade undergoing
dynamic stall experiences a gross flow separation, resulting in the migration
2
(a) Rotor blade coordinates in for-
ward flight
(b) Countours of Ut normalized by tip
velocity at V∞/(ΩR) = 0.5
Figure 1.1: Blade tangential velocity in forward flight
of the aerodynamic center to the mid-chord, generating large vibratory lift
and blade pitching moments. Additionally, the reversed flow region, with the
flow traversing from the airfoil trailing to leading edge, produces a large drag
penalty. At a high enough advance ratio the retreating blade will no longer
produce sufficient lift to balance the advancing blade rolling moment placing a
hard limit on the flight speed. These retreating blade effects may be mitigated
by increasing rotor speed, Ω, however as the advancing blade tip approaches
transonic speeds vibratory loads and high drag once again limit forward flight
speed.
In order to overcome the limitations of flow asymmetry in single ro-
tors Sikorsky Aircraft has proposed a closely spaced CCR rotor system with
auxiliary propulsion. This design was first introduced as the Advancing Blade
Concept (ABC) in the 1970s. It was recently redeveloped as a modern proto-
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Thrust distribution of trimmed conventional and ABC rotor sys-
tems, (a) Conventional, (b) ABC, from Ref. [8]
type, the Sikorsky X2 Technology Demonstrator (X2TD), which achieved 250
knot level flight in 2010 [8]. This exceeds the cruise speed modern, conven-
tional helicopters by 80-100 knots. Key to the success of the ABC helicopter
is the close spacing between rotors to reduce hub drag, and the very stiff
rotor blades which support significant unbalanced rolling moments on each
rotor. As shown in figure 1.2 trimming the upper and lower rotors to opposite
rolling moments more fully harnesses the high dynamic pressure environment
of the advancing blades while minimizing the drag penalty from the retreating
blades operating in significant reversed flow at high forward flight speeds. The
untrimmed rolling moments, MX are described in terms of a non-dimensional
lift-offset (LO), which is the rolling moment divided by the product of the





While overcoming inherent limitations of single rotor systems, the CCR
design introduces complicated interactional aerodynamics between upper and
lower rotors as well as significant vibratory loads which may be affected by
the location of rotor blade crossings. The design of these advanced helicopters
requires reliable and proven analytical tools of varying fidelities, which must
be validated with experimental data. In contrast to the data available for
single rotors, there is a noticeable absence of detailed experimental data for
rigid, coaxial, counter-rotating rotors.
This dissertation encompasses the design and testing of a model-scaledCCR
rotor system in both hover and forward flight. The design of a test stand with
instrumentation for measuring individual upper and lower rotor steady and
vibratory loads is described along with the data acquisition tools for real time
system trimming and safety monitoring. A unique rotor blade and hub de-
sign for achieving high flap-bending stiffness is presented. Blade static and
dynamic structural properties are measured using operational modal analysis
techniques in combination with optical deformation measurements using digi-
tal image correlation. The results of hover and wind tunnel tests are presented
with a focus on upper-lower rotor interactional aerodynamics, efficiency and
vibrational loads.
1.2 State of the Art
The literature review begins with an overview of coaxial rotor system
research. Experimental studies and their results are described in §1.2.1.1, with
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analytical and computational modeling following in §1.2.1.2. Studies describ-
ing non-contact blade deformation measurement techniques are presented in
§1.2.2. Finally §1.2.3 describes a variety of operational modal analysis tech-
niques for output-only identification of linear systems.
1.2.1 Coaxial Rotorcraft
1.2.1.1 Experimental Investigations
The comprehensive review of 20th century coaxial rotor research by
Coleman [25] indicated a limited number of experimental data sets on coaxial
rotors. Several studies have been performed on CCR systems which lack the
rigid hub design and close rotor spacing of the ABC. Harrington [36] performed
hover tests on two full-scale coaxial rotors, as well as isolated upper and lower
rotors in 1951. Measurement of total system performance was performed at tip
speeds between 350 and 500 feet per second at thrust coefficients up to CT =
0.0055. Harrington concluded that differences in coaxial and isolated system
performance were attributable solely to solidity effects and that equivalent
solidity single rotor blade element theory was adequate for characterizing the
performance of the coaxial rotor. Subsequently, Dingeldein [30] performed
measurements on the first of the Harrington rotors in hover and in forward
flight. The results were compared the performance of a smaller diameter,
but equivalent solidity tandem rotor. The forward flight testing revealed the
coaxial system consuming up to 14% more power than a theoretical equivalent
single rotor in forward flight. The author ascribes the difference to interference
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effects between the upper and lower rotors although no mechanism for the
efficiency loss is given.
Coleman [25] reports several experimental studies performed by Rus-
sian scientists, although details are scarce. Of note are tests investigating the
effect of upper-lower rotor blade crossing location on vibrations. Tests were
performed on a Kamov Ka-25 coaxial helicopter with widely-spaced, artic-
ulated, three-bladed rotors and vertical three-per-revolution vibrations were
found to be minimized when upper-lower rotor blade crossing occurred 15◦ off
the aircraft nose. This result did not agree with predictions and Burtsev [19]
notes that no explanation for the discrepancy is given. It was also noted
that the reduction in vertical vibration was accompanied by a corresponding
increase in in-plane vibratory loads.
In 1977 Nagashima [75] carried out experiments on a 0.76 m diame-
ter rotor system. Individual upper and lower rotor loads were acquired over
a range of rotor spacings at a tip speed of 120 m/s. Experiments run at
combinations of upper and lower rotor collectives demonstrated interference
effects between upper and lower rotors, although most of these experiments
were not torque balanced. An interesting observation was that the lower rotor
had a significant effect on the upper rotor, a phenomenon that had been con-
sidered negligible. The authors found an optimum pitch angle separation of
θl = θu+1.3
◦ which maximized system figure of merit. The same rotor system
was tested in low speed forward flight (µ ≤ 0.2). These tests in the transition
between hover and forward flight demonstrated a reduction in the interference
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effect as the free stream velocity convects the rotor wakes downstream [102].
The only set of studies focusing on the closely-spaced CCR rotor sys-
tem which is of interest to this dissertation were performed during the devel-
opment and testing of the Sikorsky XH-59A demonstrator (Advancing Blade
Concept) helicopter in the late 1960’s [24]. Reduced-scale (2 ft diameter) rotor
tests [24] were performed in hover on both three-bladed isolated rotors and a
six-bladed coaxial rotor system (three upper and three lower blades). Total
system thrust and power was measured and the six-bladed coaxial rotor was
found to outperform theoretical predictions for a six-bladed isolated rotor, al-
though no direct experimental comparison was performed. This system, with
Froude-scaled four foot diameter blades, was tested in forward flight, but the
lack of cyclic controls limited the operational envelope. Froude-scaled aircraft
tests [85] were performed, focusing on complete aircraft control aspects in-
cluding control surface sizing and aerodynamic derivatives. Full-scale aircraft
hover [5] as well as forward-flight tests [33] were also performed. The XH-59A
data, while detailed, suffers several drawbacks. Tests were performed on four
different systems making direct comparisons to a single computational model
difficult. The full-scale forward flight and hover tests focused mainly on in-
tegrated aircraft performance and control, not rotor loads, with measurement
of 6-axis forces on the aircraft and estimates of rotor power from engine hy-
draulics, necessitating significant data treatment for comparison with isolated
rotor codes. Additionally, these tests do not provide data on the effect of lift
offset variation on performance and loads, one of the key characteristics of the
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ABC rotor system.
More recently, McAlister and Tung performed hover testing on the
48.9 inch diameter, 1/7 scale AFDD coaxial rotor system [71]. Tests were
performed with isolated and coaxial rotors at various spacings and heights
above ground. Results included steady thrust and torque measurements as well
as flow characterization through PIV. Later work by Ramasamy [89] on the
same system included comparisons of coaxial, tandem and equivalent isolated
rotor performance. However, these studies were limited to a tip Mach number
of 0.23 and low blade loadings for the equivalent isolated rotor performance.
Due to the drive system design the upper and lower rotors cannot maintain
a fixed phase relationship during operation and, without cyclic controls, no
forward flight testing can be performed on the system.
1.2.1.2 Analytical and Computational Studies
A variety of analyses have been performed on rotors operating in the
coaxial, counter-rotating configuration, with much of the work occurring quite
recently. In general these studies may be divided into three groups based on
the level of complexity and the dynamics which appear to be resolved. The
first uses simple, actuator disc based momentum theory or combined blade el-
ement momentum theory with prescribed wakes and simple structural models
to rapidly analyze rotor systems in hover. The next set combines reduced or-
der aerodynamic models, generally vortex filament techniques or similar, with
nonlinear beam models for more accurate predictions, especially in forward
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flight. Finally, the most detailed studies combine high order computational
fluid dynamics flow solvers with either geometrically exact beam structural
models or full three-dimensional finite element models to capture high resolu-
tion vibratory loads.
Early simulation of coaxial rotor systems was done by employing sin-
gle rotor blade element models [51] with an equivalent number of blades to
the coaxial rotors. While this approach neglects interactional aerodynamic ef-
fects Harrington [36] found it sufficient for total system performance prediction
in hover. Dingledein [30] however noted that this single rotor theory under-
predicted power requirements in forward flight. An attempt to capture the
effect of the upper rotor wake impinging on the lower rotor was made during
the development of the Sikorsky XH59 in work by Paglino [80]. A blade ele-
ment model was implemented with the upper rotor experiencing induced inflow
equivalent to half the total thrust, while the lower experiences this induced
inflow plus the downwash from the upper rotor undeveloped wake (equivalent
to operating the rotor with zero separation distance). Paglino reports that
modeling this interaction significantly improves correlation with scale model
test data.
More recently, Leishman and Syal [65] used momentum theory to de-
velop theoretical ideal performance criteria for thrust and torque balanced
coaxial rotors with both zero separation distance, and with the lower rotor
operating in the fully developed slipstream of the upper rotor. By compar-
ing these results with the isolated rotors interference factors, describing the
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ratio of coaxial to isolated rotor induced power, of 1.26 to 1.42 were derived.
Leishman and Ananthan [63,64] developed a coaxial blade element momentum
theory with the lower rotor operating in the fully developed slipstream of the
upper rotor for axial flight performance prediction. The code was compared
to the Harrington rotor experiments [36] as well as a free vortex wake based
model and found to satisfactorily predict total system performance. Bagai [8]
notes that the initial development of the modern X2 Technology Demonstrator
was performed assuming a single coplanar rotor of equivalent solidity to the
coaxial system, reflecting the suggestion of Harrington over 50 years earlier.
Later work by Xin et al. [108] used a free vortex wake analysis to calculate
coefficients for a Pitt and Peters three-state dynamic inflow model [84] allow-
ing for accurate prediction of forward flight performance and steady loads for
realtime simulation.
The previous analyses either neglect upper-lower rotor interactions, or
model only the interference of the upper rotor on the lower rotor, ignoring the
reverse. More realistic performance and load predictions including full interac-
tional effects are achieved using what are commonly referred to in the rotorcraft
community as comprehensive analysis codes. One of these codes, CAMRAD-II
developed by Johnson [48], has been used extensively for both validation of
experiments, as well as preliminary design. Lim et al. [67] correlated the hover
performance (mean thrust and torque) measured in the Harrington rotor, the
full-scale XH-59A, and the model-scale AFDD rotor tests with further valida-
tion performed by Ho et al. [40]. Johnson [49] used CAMRAD-II to investigate
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the effect of lift offset on forward flight performance concluding that lift offset
ratios of up to 0.30 provide substantial gains in rotor lift to drag ratio at high
flight speeds, although the author notes that wind tunnel data is needed to
confirm the accuracy of the modeling. Further forward flight investigations
with CAMRAD-II include work by Yeo and Johnson [109] investigating the
maximum thrust capability of a lift offset rotorcraft, as well as a notional de-
sign for a lift offset compounded rotorcraft by Johnson et al. [50]. The second
of these publications contains the notable result that, in contrast to hover per-
formance, at high flight speeds the the lower rotor produces more lift than the
upper rotor.
Full computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of helicopter ro-
tors have only recently become feasible. The main difficulty lies in designing
schemes which capture the highly vortical wake structure without excessive nu-
merical dissipation. A traditional approach involves an unsteady Reynolds Av-
eraged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulation implemented with blade-fixed, struc-
tured grids overset on a structured far wake grid. The structured grids allow
for high order flux scheme implementation to minimize diffusivity. Lakshmi-
narayan and Baeder [60] used this technique implemented in a code, OVER-
TURNS, to predict the performance and unsteady loading of a CCR rotor
system; the performance data from the Harrington experiments was used for
validation. In addition to steady loads, this high resolution CFD analysis was
able to predict transient loading due to upper-lower rotor wake interference
at the blade passage frequency; although there was no available experimental
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data for comparison.
Other high resolution schemes involve solving the vorticity formulation
of the Navier Stokes equations directly. Brown et al. [18] coupled unsteady lift-
ing line blade aerodynamics with a semi-Lagrangian grid based CFD solution
of the inviscid vorticity-velocity equations, calling it the Vorticity Transport
Method. This code was correlated with the Harrington rotor measurements
and used to predict individual rotor performance in hover including exam-
ining the thrust sharing ratio between rotors [54, 55]. While the use of lift-
ing line theory for blade aerodynamics and neglect of viscous forces makes
this VTM treatment more closely related to the previously described vortex-
filament methods, the authors note that coupling to a near-field full CFD
solution is possible. Indeed, a later study by Rajmohan et al. [87] couples a
near-field CFD solver for blade aerodynamics with a Lagrangian vortex parti-
cle method for solving the vorticity equation in the far-field wake. Compared
to a lifting-line theory coupled solution the authors found an improvement in
correlation with the AFDD rotor simulations.
1.2.2 Blade Deformation Measurement
Measuring blade deformations in helicopter rotors is challenging. Tra-
ditionally estimates of blade deformation have been obtained by integrating
measurements from strain gauges bonded along the rotor blade. There are sev-
eral limitations to this technique. The first, and most fundamental drawback is
the inherently low spatial resolution of the discrete strain gauges creating large
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regions of uncertainty in the integrated displacement. In the full scale UH-60
airloads program, a blade was instrumented with flap and chord-wise gauges
at nine span-wise stations, with torsion gauges at only three stations [59].
This limitation in full scale tests is exacerbated at the model scale, where
gauge sizes are larger relative to the blades under test. For scaled rotor test-
ing the gauge installation and wiring also introduces non-negligible changes
to blade structural and aerodynamic characteristics causing harmful blade-to-
blade variations between instrumented and uninstrumented blades. Finally
these sensors are susceptible to noise as they pass through electrical sliprings,
damage during installation and operation, as well as slipring channel count
limitations.
Non-invasive techniques for measuring blade deformations with high
spatial and temporal resolution are therefore highly desirable. With the ad-
vent of digital cameras and powerful computers, several optical deformation
measurement methods have been developed since the 1980s. Of these, only
three types have seen application to rotor blade deformation measurements.
The first class of techniques involve measurements performed with uni-
form grids projected onto blades using lasers. During the Higher Harmonic
Control Aeroacoustic Rotor Tests, (HART) the pure grid method [101] was
used to measure blade deformations at four azimuthal locations [58]. The
method compares images of the projected grids on undeformed blade with
deformed grids to calculate displacements using registration and tracking.
Flap-bending and torsional displacements were captured at 25 points along
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the blade span and compared to integrated strain gauge signals. A variation
on this projected grid technique, projection moiré interferometry [86], was
performed by Fleming and Gorton on a four-bladed, Mach-scaled rotor in the
NASA-Langley 14-by 22 foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel [34]. This technique eval-
uates fringe interference patterns between the deformed projected grid and a
computer generated phase shifted grid to calculate full-field out-of-plane dis-
placements. Vertical displacements were calculated with approximately 0.1%
rotor radius resolution and 3% uncertainty with spacing in the chord-wise and
span-wise directions of 0.25% rotor radius. Later tests were performed on ac-
tive twist rotor blades by Fleming et al. [35] and on a hovering rotor at several
heights in ground effect by Sekula [100]. These projected grid techniques re-
quire low ambient light, a single camera, a grid light source and blade surfaces
painted matte white for displaying the projected grid.
The second optical method utilizes stereo photogrammetry to track
reflective targets placed on the blade. The technique was used during the
HART-II tests, a successor to the previously mentioned HART tests. Results
reported by Schneider [99] include three dimensional deformations measured
at 25 mm diameter targets distributed at 18 spanwise locations along the lead-
ing and trailing edge for 36 total measurement stations. Flap, lag and torsion
deformations were extracted at 24 azimuthal locations around the rotor disc
with estimated accuracy of 0.4mm and 0.5◦ respectively. The technique was
next used for rotor blades during testing of the Smart Material Active Rotor in
work reported by Olson et al. and Abrego et al. [4,76]. Using three chordwise
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targets per spanwise station, blade twist angles were measured with accuracy
of less than 0.1◦. In comparison with the projected grid based techniques,
reflective target stereo photogrammetry has the advantage of measuring dis-
placement in all three dimensions instead of out-of-plane motion only, however
the reflective targets limit the spatial resolution of the measurements along the
blade.
Finally, Sirohi and Lawson [107] used stereoscopic digital image correla-
tion (DIC) to measure the flap-bending and twist of spinning micro-helicopter
blades. Stereoscopic DIC uses a pair of cameras to capture undeformed ref-
erence images and deformed images of a specimen with a stochastic speckle
pattern. Displacements of groups of pixels are calculated for each image pair
using cross correlations followed by stereo photogrammetry. The technique
combines the full three dimensional displacements of the target based tech-
niques with high spatial resolution of the projection moiré’ interferometry.
The initial study was later extended to record the operational deflections of
very flexible micro-helicopter blades by Sicard and Sirohi with validation per-
formed using laser displacement sensor measurements. [104].
1.2.3 Operational Modal Analysis
The characterization of rotor blade structural dynamic properties is
important for ensuring safe operation, as well as for enabling accurate sim-
ulations of loads transmitted to the rotorcraft. These dynamic properties
vary with rotational speed, as rotor blades experience strong centrifugal, as
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well as aerodynamic forces. Traditional experimental modal analysis (EMA)
techniques, which identify structural natural frequencies, mode shapes, and
damping ratios, require the knowledge of input forcing, as well as structural
response. With the previously mentioned optical measurement techniques, the
structural response of a rotating blade may be measured, however measure-
ments of the input forcing remain impractical. Operational Modal Analysis
(OMA) techniques were created for situations where measuring or applying in-
put forcing is difficult, for example: bridges [83], automobiles and aircraft [37],
and wind turbines. With certain assumptions about the characteristics of the
unknown input excitation, reliable estimates of the modal characteristics are
possible.
Over time a large number of techniques have been formulated, with
new techniques extending or combining older techniques, as the framework for
their understanding has matured. These techniques are divided into frequency
domain (FD) and time domain (TD) based identification schemes, and further
divided into two-step methods, which first compute pseudo impulse or fre-
quency response function before modal analysis, and one step methods which
work directly with the measured response data. While many OMA techniques
exist, only a handful have seen application to rotating structures including
wind turbines and helicopters.
The Natural Excitation Technique (NExT), a method for deriving pseudo-
impulse response functions from output only data, was first applied to modal
identification of a Vertical Axis Wind Turbine [23]. NExT was used with two
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time domain modal analysis techniques, Polyreference Time Domain [112] and
Eigensystem Realization Algorithm [52], to extract natural frequencies, damp-
ing ratios and mode shapes [45,46]. Later work by Ozbek et al. [78] combined
target-based stereo photogrammetry with NExT and the Least Squares Com-
plex Exponential method to extract operating modal properties. In later pa-
pers the author explores the difficulties associated with wind turbine modal
analysis, especially in identifying certain highly damped modes and suggests
a modified NExT algorithm for their identification. [77,79].
To date there have been two studies to collect spatially resolved oper-
ational data from helicopter rotor blades. The first study, reported by Lund-
strom et al. [68], used target stereo photogrammetry to measure deflections of
Robinson R44 rotor blades in hover. Operational deflection shape information
was extracted using LMS Test.Lab commercial software. These operational
deflection shapes represent the response to the rotor forcing and do not nec-
essarily reflect fundamental modal properties. In a later study, Rizo-Patron
and Sirohi successfully extracted natural mode shapes, and frequencies from
a reference beam as well as a Mach-scaled rotor blade [93]. The Ibrahim
Time Domain (ITD) technique [44,81] was used along with DIC displacement
measurements to calculate modal properties of the spinning beam and rotor
blade. Two interesting features of the study were the excitation, a periodic
gust from a compressed air source, as well as a field of view limited to only
30◦ azimuth. Despite the discontinuous nature of the measurements, and the
excitation which was not consistent with the impulse excitation assumed in the
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derivation of the ITD, the first three flap-bending mode shapes and natural
frequencies were successfully identified.
1.3 Present Approach
The goal of the present research is to perform detailed measurements
on a scaled rigid CCR rotor system in hover and forward flight. Specifically
the study seeks to fill in noticeable gaps in experimental data available for
correlation with high fidelity computational studies. To this end a model-
scale, closely spaced rigid CCR rotor system with the capability of measuring
individual upper and lower rotor loads is built. A unique hub and blade ar-
rangement, necessary to support the large flap-bending moments encountered
in forward flight with lift offset, is developed, characterized using operational
modal analysis techniques, and correlated with a numerical structural model.
Data from a series of hover and wind tunnel tests is presented. Hover test-
ing focuses on the interference effects between upper and lower rotors, and
compares the measurements to results derived from analytical models, as well
as from a free vortex wake computational model. Additionally the effect of
upper-lower rotor blade passage on vibratory loads, previously only predicted
by CFD studies is examined. In forward flight the influence of lift offset on
rotor system efficiency as well as vibratory loads is examined. Blade tip clear-
ance data is measured using a custom optical sensor. The reversal of the
upper-lower rotor interference effect is explored, while tests conducted at var-
ious inter-rotor index angles demonstrate the ability of the designer to tailor
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the vibratory loads transmitted to the fixed frame.
1.3.1 Contributions of the Present Research
1. A model-scale, closely spaced, rigid CCR rotor test stand capable of
high speed, high lift offset forward flight was designed and constructed.
A complete upper and lower rotor control system was designed, including
linear servos for high force, precise positioning. Custom instrumentation
for measuring individual rotor loads, control loads, control angles and
blade tip clearance were built and characterized.
2. Two sets of model-scale rotor blades were constructed. The second set
featured a root reinforcement cuff, increasing the flap stiffness from that
of a conventional rotor to allow for high lift offset in forward flight.
Blade structural properties were estimated using cross-sectional analysis.
The stiffness properties were then verified and updated by using non-
contact, digital image correlation deflection measurements in response
to tip loads. A framework for adjusting the calculated cross-sectional
properties using the measured deflections and a linear beam FEM model
was created.
3. Blade dynamics, including natural frequencies and mode shapes, were
measured using DIC in combination with operational modal analysis
techniques. Full-field non-rotating mode shapes and natural frequencies
were extracted using the NExT in conjunction with ERA analysis. A
modified ITD analysis, with a revised sampling technique, was used to
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identify the rotating first flap frequency, damping ratio and mode shape.
The results from both stationary and rotational analyses were found to
correlate well with a nonlinear beam model.
4. Hover testing revealed the effects of upper and lower rotor interactions in
hover. Comparisons were performed with single rotors, using analytical
model fits, along with statistical significance tests to compare rotor in-
duced powers. Vibratory hub loads were found to increase in the coaxial
rotor system, with the lower rotor exhibiting a strong four-per-revolution
thrust load. Primary and secondary peaks in the thrust indicate multiple
modes of interaction between the rotors.
5. Forward flight testing demonstrated the beneficial effects of lift offset
on rotor system performance, increasing effective lift to drag ratio by
up to 50%. A previously unmeasured reversal of the upper lower rotor
interference effect from hover to forward flight was observed and found
to diminish with lift offset. Trends in coaxial rotor blade tip clearance,
important for safety and maneuvering flight, were successfully captured
at all four blade crossing locations.
6. Vibratory loads, especially two-per-revolution thrust and four-per-revolution
in-plane forces were found to increase with flight speed. The thrust vi-
bratory load was attributed to lift concentration at the rotor leading and
trailing edges, using the rotor dynamic properties from rotating modal
analysis. Lift offset tended to decrease vibratory loads, except for the
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two-per-revolution pitching and rolling moments. Variation of coaxial
rotor index angle was used to modify the vibratory loads transmitted to
the fixed frame through cancellation of upper and lower rotor loads.
7. Uncertainty analysis and propagation of error techniques, including the
allowance for measurement covariance, were employed throughout the
testing. Results are presented with 95% confidence intervals.
1.3.2 Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 1 describes the limitations of the conventional helicopter in
high-speed forward flight and the ability of the closely spaced CCR rotor
with lift offset to overcome these limitations. The history of coaxial rotor
experimental and computational research is presented, highlighting the gap in
fidelity between numerical simulations and the available experimental data.
Additionally experimental techniques for non-contact measurement of blade
deformations, and operational modal analysis as applied to rotorcraft research
are explored. The scope and approach of the current study is presented along
with the major contributions to the study of CCR rotorcraft.
Chapter 2 contains details of analytical and numerical models used for
both design and validation of experiments. The derivation of an actuator
disk model is presented and results relating to coaxial rotors are discussed.
A higher fidelity blade element model is coupled to the momentum theory
and adapted for simulating coaxial rotors. Next a free vortex wake model
designed for simulating CCR rotors is introduced. The derivation of a finite
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element linear beam model for use with rotating beams is presented and a
cross-sectional analysis tool for use with a nonlinear beam structural model is
described. Finally statistical and uncertainty analysis tools used throughout
the dissertation are introduced.
Chapter 3 presents the design and fabrication of the model-scale CCR
rotor test stand with individual upper and lower rotor load cells. The control
systems and actuators necessary for forward flight are described, along with
a variety of custom instrumentation for measuring loads, control angles, and
blade tip clearance.
Chapter 4 details the design and structural validation of the rotor
blades. The construction techniques and material properties for both ref-
erence and reinforced sets of blades is presented. Static and dynamic de-
formation measurements, in both the fixed and rotating frames are presented.
Modal analysis techniques, including NExT ERA and ITD with modified sam-
pling, are used to extract blade natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode
shapes. These results are used to validate the structural properties derived
from material properties and blade cross-sectional models.
Chapter 5 describes hover testing of the rotor system. Results include
the characterization of upper and lower coaxial rotor interference. Coaxial
and isolated rotor systems are compared using momentum theory model fits
for extracting the rotor induced and profile power. Additional results include
an examination of the rotor pitch angles and an examination of vibratory loads
due to aerodynamic interactions.
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Chapter 6 describes the wind tunnel testing of the rotor system. The
testing focuses on the effects of lift offset on rotor system performance at
high advance ratio. Isolated and coaxial rotors are compared and interference
effects quantified. The variation of rotor controls and blade tip clearance with
lift offset are also reported. Vibratory loads are examined, with an emphasis
on the effect of varying the inter-rotor index angle.
Chapter 7 summarizes the primary conclusions of the research and




A variety of analytical and computational models and tools were used
during the preliminary design of the experiments, as well as for evaluating re-
sults. This chapter is broken into three major sections. §2.1 details the three
aerodynamic models used for prediction and evaluation of rotor performance
in hover, as well as the process used for generating the two-dimensional air-
foil tables necessary for these analyses. In §2.2 a linear Euler-Bernoulli beam
model with centrifugal stiffening is derived, and a finite element method for
solving the model for non-uniform structural properties introduced. Next, an
overview is given of a nonlinear beam model, used for more accurate blade
modal characterization. The cross-sectional properties required for the non-
linear beam model are defined and a tool for evaluating the integrals over a
two-cell, composite beam is described, including a method for robust calcula-
tion of laminate mid-plane locations. Finally, §2.3 describes the uncertainty
analysis techniques used for characterizing uncertainty in experimental results,
as well as for evaluating model fits via linear regression.
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2.1 Aerodynamic Models
Three aerodynamic models are presented in order of increasing com-
plexity. First an idealized actuator disk model of a rotor is derived in §2.1.1
resulting in a relationship between rotor thrust and power. This model is used
for fitting and comparing experimental data between rotor configurations. The
results of an extension of this theory to coaxial rotors are examined. A higher
fidelity model, blade element momentum theory (BEMT), which includes two-
dimensional airfoil theory with lookup tables is presented in §2.1.2. The model
is derived with arbitrary radial free stream inflow velocity and then adapted for
estimating the impact of upper-lower coaxial rotor interference effects. The
third aerodynamic model, described in §2.1.3, is a free vortex wake model
(FVM), which models the inflow due to wake vorticity using discrete trailed
and shed vortex filaments. §2.1.4 describes the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) model used for calculation of the two-dimensional airfoil lookup tables
used for the BEMT and FVM analyses.
2.1.1 Momentum Theory
The derivation of a momentum theory model establishes an ideal up-
per bound for rotor efficiency in hover, and provides an opportunity to define
non-dimensional quantities used throughout the dissertation. Following the
derivation by Leishman [62], consider an actuator disk of radius R which in-
duces a finite velocity vi on the surrounding air producing thrust, T . Drawing a
control volume along the rotor slipstream boundaries define four cross sections
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as shown in figure 2.1: A0-far upstream, A1-immediately above rotor plane,
A2-immediately below rotor plane and A3-far downstream. Flow is assumed
to be one-dimensional (uniform across the disk), inviscid, incompressible and










Figure 2.1: Cross section of control volume used for derivation of momentum
theory results





















With the assumption that far from the rotor, A0 → ∞ and V0 → 0
equations 2.1 2.2 and 2.3 may be combined to solve for the slipstream velocity


















The velocity in the far-wake is twice the velocity at the rotor disk and
the ideal slipstream contracts to 1/2 the disk area. Defining the rotor disk







For a given thrust level the ideal induced power is then:
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Given the assumptions used in the derivation of this momentum theory
the induced power in 2.8 does not include factors such as wake swirl, blade
drag, tip-losses and non-uniform inflow. A multiplicative induced power factor
κ and a constant profile power P0, are simple corrections that may be added





κ and P0 may be estimated analytically, however in this work they are
fit to experimental data using linear regressions on measured thrust and power.
2.1.1.1 Nondimensionalization
For ease of comparison between various rotors the above relationships
between thrust, power and induced velocity are most often reported in non-














With these definitions of thrust and power coefficients, equation 2.10







The above quantities are normalized by rotor disk area, however, it
is often more appropriate when comparing two dissimilar rotor systems to
normalize by rotor blade area. To this end the rotor solidity, σ, is defined in











Dividing the thrust and power coefficients defined in 2.11 by solidity
results in terms CT/σ and CP/σ, thrust and power normalized by blade area
instead of disk area. CT/σ is commonly referred to as blade loading while
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there is no widely accepted nomenclature for CP/σ. The equation relating


















In 2.16 an additional factor of
√
σ appears in the rotor induced power.
Thus when two rotors of differing solidity are operated at equal blade loadings,
the rotor with higher solidity incurs higher induced power. This becomes
important when making comparisons between coaxial and isolated single rotor
systems. Misleading conclusions may be drawn if the effect of rotor solidity is
not taken into account.
2.1.1.2 Momentum Theory for Coaxial Rotors
Momentum theory results for coaxial rotors, with the lower rotor op-
erating in the slipstream of the upper rotor, were derived by Leishman and
Syal [65] for two different operating configurations. In the first, the upper and
lower rotors are separated by an infinitesimal distance and there is no slip-
stream contraction between rotors. The second condition considers the case
where the upper rotor slipstream has fully developed to one-half the rotor disk
area before impinging on the lower rotor. For each case the derivation was
performed for equal upper and lower rotor thrusts, as well as for equal rotor
torques. They defined an induced power factor κint as the ratio of coaxial sys-
tem induced power to that of the two rotors operating independently. Their
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results are summarized in the the fourth column of table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Coaxial rotor induced power interference factors
Case Configuration Trim κint(σ = 0.5σcoax) κint(σ = σcoax)
1 Co-Planar Equal Thrust 1.414 1.0
2 Co-Planar Equal Torque 1.414 1.0
3 Fully Developed Equal Thrust 1.2808 0.906
4 Fully Developed Equal Torque 1.2810 0.906
Depending on the configuration and trim state, Leishman and Syal
report that coaxial rotors consume between 28 and 40% more induced power
than the two rotors operating separately. While this seems to imply superiority
of the isolated rotors it is important to note that the chosen comparison, with
both rotors operating independently, is between rotors of unequal solidity.
The isolated rotors have twice the projected disk area as the coaxial rotor,
but the same number of blades, and therefore half the solidity per equation
2.15. Considering the leading factor of
√
σ for blade-normalized induced power
in equation 2.16, it is clear that at a given blade loading the difference in
solidity causes a
√
2 increase in the coaxial rotor system induced power as
σcoax/σiso = 2. If the coaxial rotor is instead compared to an isolated rotor of
equivalent solidity and blade loading the induced power interference factor is
quite different. As shown in the last column of table 2.1 the induced power for
the co-planar configurations is equal to the equivalent solidity isolated rotor
while the cases with fully developed wake show a 10% decrease in induced
power.
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2.1.2 Blade Element Momentum Theory
While momentum theory provides insights into the theoretical or ideal
behavior of rotor systems, more advanced tools are needed to generate realistic
performance predictions given non-ideal effects such as blade drag and non-
uniform inflow. BEMT combines results from two-dimensional blade aerody-
namics with momentum theory to solve for the non-uniform inflow distribution
across the rotor disk. BEMT codes may achieve good correlation with single
rotor performance in hover when the basic model is extended to include air-
foil lookup tables and tip loss effects. For this study a BEMT model with
provisions for radially varying inflow was derived and extended to model the
coaxial system with the upper rotor wake impinging on the lower rotor.
2.1.2.1 Derivation of BEMT Model
The derivation of the BEMT model closely follows that of Leishman [62]
which may be consulted for additional details. The model presented is modified
to include arbitrary radial variation of the externally imposed axial inflow, as
well as lookup table based aerodynamics for airfoil lift and drag.
Consider a thin annulus, shown in figure 2.2, around the rotor disk at a
radius r with induced inflow velocity vi(r) and imposed axial velocity Vax(r).
From momentum theory the incremental thrust produced by this annulus is:











Figure 2.2: Rotor disk and cross sectional view of annulus used for BEMT
calculations
The blade section at this radial station sees a relative inflow velocity
composed of the rotational velocity and the inflow velocities as shown in figure
2.3. With a lookup table for the airfoil lift and drag coefficients as a function









dFz = dL cosφ− dD sinφ (2.20)













Figure 2.3: Blade sectional geometry at rotor radius x with inflow from axial
and induced velocities
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V ≈ Ωr (2.21)






Equating 2.23 and 2.17 and solving for the unknown total inflow ratio,














Additionally the Prandtl tip loss correction factor, F , is added to equa-





















Equation 2.26 must be solved iteratively as both the tip loss factor and
the angle of attack are functions of φ, which is itself a function of the inflow
ratio:
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α = θ − φ (2.29)






α ≈ θ − λ
r
(2.31)
To solve for the rotor thrust and power the rotor blade is discretized
along the radius and at each radial location the unknown inflow solved for
using the local blade pitch θ(r), axial inflow λax(r), and airfoil lookup table.
With the inflow at all radial stations determined the system thrust and torque


















[σCl(α) sinφ+ σCd(α) cosφ] r
2dr (2.33)
The numerical implementation allows for the code to model arbitrary
spanwise variation of blade properties including chord, twist, and airfoil sec-
tion. Figures 2.4 a-d show the spanwise variation of inflow ratio, angle of
attack, dCT and dCP respectively for three rotors at CT = 0.010. The BEMT
captures the non-uniform inflow across the rotor disk and shows how the ad-
dition of twist and taper tends to produce a more uniform thrust distribution.





Figure 2.4: Blade element momentum theory predictions for three rotors at
CT = 0.010: untwisted and un-tapered, −10◦ linear twist, −10◦ linear twist
with 2:1 root-tip taper
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2.1.2.2 Coaxial Interference Implementation
With the single rotor model formulated for arbitrary radial variation
of axial inflow, the extension of the BEMT code to the coaxial case is trivial.
Consider the coaxial rotor system shown in figure 2.5. With the assumption
that the upper rotor wake has contracted to a radius rwake = aR by the time







0 rl > aR
(2.34)
wu = Vax + vi,upper (2.35)
Following the method proposed in [64], the upper rotor inflow is mapped
from radius r to ar and scaled by 1/a2 to enforce mass conservation. The upper
rotor wake decreases lower rotor angle of attack, concentrating lift production
at the blade tips. The rotor system is trimmed by first solving for the upper
rotor wake at a target collective value. Next the lower rotor collective is varied
until each rotor consumes equal power.
2.1.3 Free Vortex Wake Model
Where BEMT calculates non-uniform inflow conditions by coupling mo-












Figure 2.5: Coaxial rotor wake geometry showing contracted upper rotor wake
interference with lower rotor
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dominated rotor wake dynamics. The wake is modeled as discrete vortex fil-
aments, trailed and shed from the rotor blades. The induced velocities of
the filaments on one another are calculated and used to evolve the wake.
A panel method is used to calculate the blade-bound circulation and two-
dimensional airfoil lookup tables used to calculate lift and drag. Both explicit
time-stepping, as well as implicit relaxation based schemes may be used to
calculate the wake evolution. Relaxation based techniques assume periodic
structure and converge to a steady state result, while time-marching tech-
niques allow for the modeling of unsteady flight conditions including maneu-
vering flight [14,16].
The current code is implemented with a fourth order Runge-Kutta time
marching method. Figure 2.6 shows a diagram of the wake structure. At each
time step wake elements are generated behind the rotor blade. In the near-
wake there is trailed vorticity caused by spanwise blade circulation variation
and shed vorticity due to temporal circulation variation. The near-wake is
consolidated into far wake tip and root vortices after a set number of time
steps while the vortex core radii are evolved using a model for viscous diffusion
derived from experimental measurements and filament strain [15,90,110].
In the coaxial configuration induced velocities are calculated between
both rotor wakes and blades. Trim is achieved similar to the BEMT procedure,
with the upper rotor collective held fixed and the lower rotor varied until torque
balance is achieved. With the explicit time stepping, several rotor revolutions















Figure 2.6: Coaxial rotor wake geometry showing contracted upper rotor wake
interference with lower rotor
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implementation are available in the dissertation by Karpatne [53]. The FVM
has advantages over the BEMT including the ability to simulate conditions
such as forward flight, descending flight, and maneuvering flight. It also more
accurately models diffusion processes in the wake.
2.1.4 Airfoil Tables
Both the BEMT and FVM rely on two-dimensional airfoil lookup ta-
bles for calculating lift and drag. As no experimental data was available for
the VR-12 airfoil with trailing edge tab, the 2-D sectional airfoil lift/drag
data was obtained using a 2-D, incompressible, steady-state simulation run in
Fluent, at a Reynolds Number of around 800,000, corresponding to the 3/4
radius location. A structured, quadrilateral mesh with 59,000 elements was
generated, with the farfield boundaries ≈15 chord lengths from the airfoil in
all directions. The airfoil surface roughness length, 25micron, is used to mod-
ify the shear stress calculations at the airfoil wall boundary. The resulting
aerodynamic coefficients are shown in figures 2.7 and 2.8.
2.2 Structural Models
This section describes two structural models which were used during the
design and evaluation of the rotor blades. The first is a linear Euler-Bernoulli
beam model derived for flap-bending motion of the beam in the rotating frame
presented in §2.2.1. This model was used for preliminary design evaluation,
primarily for evaluating the rotating frame first flap frequency. §2.2.2 presents
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Figure 2.7: Coaxial rotor wake geometry showing contracted upper rotor wake
interference with lower rotor
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Figure 2.8: Coaxial rotor wake geometry showing contracted upper rotor wake
interference with lower rotor
an overview of a nonlinear beam model, which was used for correlation with
experimental modal analysis of flap, lag and torsional modes. Both models
require the evaluation of certain cross-sectional mass and stiffness properties.
A tool for evaluating these integrals on the VR-12 airfoil cross section with
arbitrary composite material layups is presented in §2.2.3.
2.2.1 Linear Beam Model
The linear beam model is derived using the Extended Hamilton’s Prin-
ciple. Euler-Bernoulli beam theory assumptions are employed. As such the
rotation of a differential beam element is negligible compared to it’s trans-
lation, and the shear distortion is small relative to the bending deformation.
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These assumptions allow for the rotational inertia and shear deformations to
be ignored in the kinetic and potential energies. Figure 2.9 shows the beam
under consideration. The beam has a root cutout radius e with a torsional
spring ke for modeling compliance in the blade root attachment. The beam
bending stiffness, EI, and mass per unit length, m, are allowed to vary ar-
bitrarily over the span. The beam rotates at a constant angular velocity Ω











Figure 2.9: Diagram of the linear beam model with coordinate system and
displacements, external forcing, and root torsional spring
The Extended Hamilton’s Principle [72], provides a framework for de-
riving the equations of motion and boundary conditions for a dynamic system,
using the calculus of variations. The principle states that the evolution of a
dynamic system with generalized coordinates, qi(t) and velocities q̇i(t), may













Where the system Lagrangian L is equal to the kinetic energy, minus




δT − δV + δW̄NC
)
dt = 0 (2.38)
The system potential energy arises from strain energy in the blade due
to bending deformation as well as energy stored in the root spring. Using the




















Finally the kinetic energy is derived by first considering the position
vector of a differential beam element:
~r = (x− u)̂i+ wĵ (2.41)
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Here u is kinematic foreshortening due to the blade flapping motion
as the blade is modeled as inextensible. To derive u consider the diagram in
figure 2.10, a close-in view of the differential beam element from figure 2.9.
From the displacements shown the differential foreshortening may be related






Figure 2.10: Detail view of the differential beam element including the kine-
matic foreshortening, du




dx = w′dx (2.43)
dx+ du = dx
√
1 + w′2 (2.44)
du = dx
(√
1 + w′2 − 1
)
(2.45)














Returning to equation 2.41 and taking the derivative with respect to
time:
~̇r = (x− u)Ωĵ + ẇk̂ (2.48)























Ω2(x2 − 2xu)) + ẇ2
)
(2.51)
In equation 2.51 the second order foreshortening term, u2, is neglected.
The expressions for the kinetic energy, potential energy and virtual work are
then substituted into equation 2.38, the variation taken, and, after several












+ (EI(x)w′′)′′ = fext (2.52)
w|x=e = 0 , EIw
′′ = kew
′|x=e
w′′|x=R = 0 , w
′′′|x=R = 0
In order to solve the above equations for arbitrary spanwise stiffness
and mass distributions a Galerkin finite element approach is taken. The partial
differential equation, 2.52, is cast into weak form, multiplying by a test function

















The domain e < x < R is discretized into several subdomains called
elements. The trial functions w(x, t) are chosen to be the summation of the
products of time varying coefficients and spatially varying shape functions
defined with compact support over an element. The test functions v(x) are
the set of spatial shape functions used in constructing w(x, t). In discretizing
the domain, the integration over the entire domain becomes a summation of





v(x) = φj(x)|1 ≤ j ≤ n
(2.54)
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To enforce continuity of beam displacement and slope the shape func-
tions are chosen as Hermite cubic polynomials. The polynomials are derived
on a master element on which all calculations are performed. A given element
x1 ≤ x ≤ x1 + he is mapped to −1 ≤ ζ ≤ 1 in the master element. Equa-
tion 2.55 shows the equations for the four Hermite cubic functions, with he
equal to the original element width. The functions H1 enforce continuity of
































−1− ζ + ζ2 + ζ3
)
(2.55)
Substituting the discrete shape functions into the weak form 2.53 and
evaluating the integrals with a Gaussian quadrature rule, a set of linear ordi-
nary differential equations in a(t) is recovered:


















































Substituting for the time varying terms as ai(t) = e
iλt and consider-
ing the homogeneous solution, the eigenvalue problem for the beam natural


















The linear beam model was used for rapidly evaluating candidate blade
stiffness and mass distributions in an effort to meet a target rotating flap-
bending frequency. The model was also used to update theoretical spanwise
stiffness distributions by comparison with distributed deformation measure-
ments of a prototype blade under static tip loading.
2.2.2 Nonlinear Beam Model
The nonlinear beam model used in this paper was created by Sicard
[105] to modelthe dynamics of extremely flexible micro-aerial vehicle rotor
blades. The model follows the derivation by Hodges and Dowell [41] using
the extended Hamilton’s principle along with assumptions of small strains
and finite displacements. The ordering scheme for the model was chosen to
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capture the large twist deformations observed in the extremely flexible rotor
blades and is shown in table 2.2. The blade elastic twist is O(1), the elastic
bending deformations are O(ε) and extensional deformation O(ε2). Details of
the derivation along with physical insight into several of the terms that arise
including the trapeze effect and determination of the shear center for extremely
flexible blades are presented in [103].
The resulting equations of motion are solved using 14 degree of free-
dom beam finite elements. The flap and lag-bending degrees of freedom are
represented by Hermite cubic polynomials, while the extensional and torsional
degrees of freedom are modeled by quadratic Lagrange polynomials. The solu-
tion procedure is initialized by finding the system equilibrium position using a
Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. Once the equilibrium position is found the
system is linearized and then modal and stability analyses may be performed.
The current study used this nonlinear code for more accurate mode shape and
natural frequency estimation than the linear beam model. This was important
for comparison with experimentally measured modal charactersitics, especially
at higher frequencies.
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Table 2.3: Nonlinear beam model elastic cross-sectional constants∫∫
A
E dηdξ = EA
∫∫
A
Eη2 dηdξ = EIη
∫∫
A





η dηdξ = Aeη
∫∫
A
Eξ2 dηdξ = EIξ
∫∫
A
Eη (η2 + xi2) dηdξ = B2
∫∫
A
ξ dηdξ = Aeξ
∫∫
A
Eξη dηdξ = EIηξ
∫∫
A





G (η2 + ξ2) dηdξ = GJ = GAk2A
Table 2.4: Nonlinear beam model inertial cross-sectional constants∫∫
A
ρ dηdξ = m0
∫∫
A










ρη dηdξ = m0 dη
∫∫
A





ρξ dηdξ = m0 dξ
∫∫
A
ρξη dηdξ = m0k
2
mξη
2.2.3 Cross Section Analysis
Beam analyses operate by separating a three-dimensional structural
dynamics problem into a one-dimensional problem along the beam span and
a series of two-dimensional problems at each beam cross section. This cross-
sectional analysis involves computing various integrals over the cross section
to determine mass and stiffness properties. For the linear beam model the
required cross section properties are simply the bending stiffness EI and the
mass per unit length m. For the nonlinear beam model the required integrals
for the elastic and inertial properties are given in tables 2.3 and 2.4.
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For the rotor blades considered in [103] these integrals were calculated
analytically, as there was only a single material and a simple cross sectional
shape such as a circular arc. In the current study the rotor blade cross section,
shown in figure 2.11 is composed of several different materials, with geometry
that is not defined in terms of closed form functions. As a result the integrals
must be calculated computationally. A code was developed which evaluates
the integrals for each cross-section component individually. The airfoil outer
profile geometry is input, then the laminate mid-planes, and foam core outer
envelopes are calculated using a level set method described in 2.2.3.2. The




f(η, ξ) dηdξ ≈
∫
S
t f(S) dS (2.61)
Here S is a parameterization of a curve through the laminate midplane
and t is the laminate thickness. For use with the nonlinear beam code, ref-
erence elastic and shear moduli are defined, and equivalent area integrals for
the complete structure calculated. For example consider the flap-bending area














Figure 2.11: Blade cross section with labeled components
2.2.3.1 Composite Materials
In order to calculate the integrals for the composite laminates, the
elastic properties must be known. The required properties are: longitudinal
and transverse elastic moduli (E11, E22), major Poisson’s ratio (ν12), and in-
plane shear modulus (G12). Individual lamina elastic properties are obtained
from experimental measurements when available, or approximated via the rule
of mixtures [28]. For the rule of mixtures, first the fiber and resin volume










vr = 1− vf (2.64)
For an orthotropic composite lamina the four elastic properties neces-
sary for the analysis are calculated as:
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Often fiber or resin ν must be estimated as 0.3 and the shear modulus
estimated as E/(2(1 +ν)). With the individual lamina properties determined,
elastic properties for multiple layer laminates are then calculated using classical
laminate theory [28].
2.2.3.2 Midplane Calculations
The laminate midplanes are calculated by offsetting the airfoil profile
inwards by one-half the laminate thickness. A level set method is used to avoid
degenerate geometry that can occur when the offset is greater than the local
radius of curvature. This phenomenon is demonstrated in figure 2.12 where
an offset is calculated by propagating points along the local surface normal.
The degeneracy occurs near the leading edge radius where the offset curve
self-intersects.
To avoid this, the level set algorithm described by Kimmel and Bruck-
stein [57] was implemented. A continuous scalar function φ(x, y, t) is intro-
duced, such that the contour φ(x, y, 0) = 0 reproduces the original shape to be
offset. The function is defined negative inside the shape and positive outside.
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Figure 2.12: Example of degenerate geometry produced during blade offset
The problem of offsetting the original curve then becomes one of tracking the




− ‖∇φ‖ = 0 (2.69)
With ‖∇φ‖ = ∇φ2, a finite difference solution is introduced. A first
order, conservative flux scheme with upwinding and explicit time stepping is
used to propagate the scalar function and naturally enforces the condition that
the offset curve may not self intersect. The discrete time stepping formula is
as follows:
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φ (i∆x, j∆y, n∆t) ≡ φnij (2.70)




















































































While higher order flux schemes are available, e.g. Lax-Friedrichs, the
above formulation is sufficient for the current work. Figure 2.13a shows the
initialized scalar function with φ = 1 outside the contour boundary and φ = −1
inside. The resulting offset curves, with a spacing of 0.3 mm normal to the
blade profile, are presented in figure 2.13b. The curves remain continuous with
no overlap due to the level set method.
2.3 Uncertainty and Statistical Analysis
A major goal of the current study is to apply rigorous uncertainty
analysis, error propagation, and statistical principles to rotor system measure-
ments. Previous studies largely neglect reporting measurement uncertainties,
creating difficulty in evaluating theoretical and numerical models which at-
tempt to replicate the experimental results. The following sections describe
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: Level set offset method, (a) Contours of initial scalar function φ
with zero-level in white, (b) Offsets of 0.3mm from the initial contour
the approaches used for estimating measurement uncertainty, working with
regressions and model fits, and propagating error.
2.3.1 Precision and Bias Uncertainties
Measurement uncertainties are considered following guidelines outlined
by NIST [3]. Uncertainties are split into two categories, precision (type A) un-
certainties, and bias (type B) uncertainties. Precision uncertainties are due to
random sources of error which are characterized with repeated measurements.
Ideally these repeated measurements would be made at several different time
scales, ranging from multiple samples during a single experiment (repeatabil-
ity), to samples taken on different days (reproducibility), to samples taken
between complete overhauls of the experiments(long-term). In practice only
repeatability and, sometimes, reproducibility may be captured due to limited
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time and equipment availability. To compute the measurement uncertainty
for a mean measurement value calculated from multiple independent samples,

















The mean measurement value is then assumed to follow a Student’s-t
distribution with degrees of freedom ν = N − 1. The distribution, shown in
figure 2.14, approaches the normal distribution as the degrees of freedom in-
crease, with larger tails at lower degrees of freedom. The precision uncertainty
is calculated for a specified confidence level, α, typically chosen as 95%, as:
uprecx̄ = t(1−α)/2,N−1sx̄ (2.75)
Here t(1−α)/2,n−2 is the t-statistic calculated at the 95% confidence level
for a Student’s-t distribution with N−1 degrees of freedom, i.e., α = 0.95 and
the p-value is (1− α)/2 = 0.025.
Bias uncertainties arise from sources other than variation in repeated
measurements. They typically are a characteristic of a given measurement
device or an environmental variable that was not sampled such as a physical
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constant. In the current study bias uncertainties are primarily associated with
measurement instruments. In the case of externally supplied instruments the
bias uncertainty is estimated using a manufacturers calibration or data sheet
when available, or, in the case of devices such as scales or rulers, estimated
as one-half the least count of the device. For custom measurement devices
bias uncertainties are frozen from the calibrations as shown in §2.3.3. With
the bias uncertainty, ubiasx̄ estimated, the total uncertainty of a measurement
is then calculated as:
ux̄ =
√
(uprecx̄ )2 + (u
bias
x̄ )2 (2.76)
2.3.2 Propagation of Error
Often individual measurements are combined together to produce de-
rived values. For example, upper and lower rotor lift measurements may be
combined to calculate a thrust ration, TU/TL. The question then arises; for
a quantity that is a function of several measurements, each with uncertain-
ties, what is the uncertainty in the derived value? To answer this question a
derivation following reference [6] is presented. Consider a scalar function of n
random variables Y = f(X1, X2, ..., Xn). Then, taking the Taylor expansion
about the mean expected values µi and discarding higher order terms:
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Figure 2.14: Student’s-t probability distribution function for various degrees
of freedom
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(µ1, µ2, ..., µn)
]
[Xi − µi] (2.77)
a0 ≡ Y (µ1, µ2, ..., µn) (2.78)
ai ≡ ∂f
∂Xi
(µ1, µ2, ..., µn) (2.79)
Y ≈ a0 +
n∑
i
ai(Xi − µi) (2.80)
Because the approximation is linear, and given normally distributed
random inputs Xi, the output Y is also gaussian. The expected value of Y
can be shown, after some manipulation, to be:
E[Y ] = µy = f(µ1, µ2, ..., µn) (2.81)
And the variance of Y is derived as:
E[(Y − µY )2] = σ2Y = E[(
n∑
i











a2iE[(Xi − µi)2] +
n∑ n∑
i 6=j






























The standard deviations in 2.86 may be replaced with the uncertainties
given in equation 2.76 to calculate the fully propagated uncertainty in the value
of Y . The process is presented graphically for a function of one variable in
figure 2.15. The uncertainty bounds on the dependent variable x are projected
onto the partial derivate, slope, of the function f(X) to calculate the resulting
uncertainty in µy. In higher dimensions the variances are summed, maintaining
orthogonality of the uncorrelated measurement uncertainties.
Figure 2.15: Graphical illustration of the propagation of uncertainty in µx, σx
to uncertainty in µy = f(X), σy, from Ref. [6]
2.3.2.1 Sequential Perturbation
Calculation of the partial derivatives in equation 2.86 may be diffi-
cult or impossible for very complicated functions. An alternative method for
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propagating error is that of sequential perturbations. In this technique the
nominal value of the function Y0 = f(x̄1, x̄2, ..., x̄n) is computed. Then the
inputs xi are perturbed, one at a time, by their corresponding uncertainties
uxi . Uncertainty in the final value of Y is then calculated as:
uY =
√[
(Y0 − f(x̄1 + ux̄1 , x̄2, ...x̄n))




The formula in 2.87 uses positive perturbations of the input variables.
Negative perturbations, or the average of the positive and negative pertur-
bations may also be used in cases when the function f is highly nonlinear.
Sequential perturbation is easy to implement computationally as a wrapper
function around the already existing data processing code.
2.3.2.2 Covariance and Numerical Jacobian
While sequential perturbation works for uncorrelated input measure-
ments, it is not accurate for cases with correlated input measurements. It
is therefore desirable to develop a method for calculating the uncertainty of
functions with correlated inputs, featuring the same ease of implementation as
sequential perturbation. To accomplish this consider equation 2.85, rewritten
in matrix form as:
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. . . . . .

Here ~J is the Jacobian of f evaluated at ~µ and ΣX is the covariance
matrix of the measurements Xi. A Matlab package, Adaptive Robust Nu-
merical Differentiation [29], is used to numerically approximate the Jacobian
through central differences, with Richardson expansion for acceleration and
error estimation. The measurement uncertainty is then calculated according
to 2.88. The covariance terms under consideration generally arise from the
precision uncertainty. Bias uncertainties are included by adding their square
to the corresponding diagonal term in the covariance matrix. The final code is
interchangeable with the sequential perturbation code mentioned previously,
acting as a wrapper function around an existing data processing function.
2.3.2.3 Example Calculations
Consider the previously mentioned thrust sharing ratio TU/TL. Table
2.5 shows example parameters including the mean measurements, bias uncer-
tainties, as well as measurement variance and covariance. Defining the thrust
ratio as y:
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Adding the square of the bias uncertainties to the measurement vari-
ances σ2+(ubias)2 in the above equation, the resulting uncertainty in the thrust
sharing ratio, y = 1.053 is calculated as σy = 0.072. If the covariance term
is neglected the uncertainty becomes σy = 0.070, while neglecting the bias
uncertainties results in σy = 0.035. In this example the influence of covari-
ance is small, and may reasonably be neglected. The bias uncertainty must be
included as it accounts for nearly half the derived measurement uncertainty.
.
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2.3.3 Model Fits and Regressions
Regressions are used for two main purposes in the current study. The
first is for generating calibrations for custom measurement devices such as
the pushrod load cells or pitch angle instrumentation described in §3.2. The
second is for fitting analytical models to experimental data. In both cases the
uncertainties in the regression coefficients and the regression outputs are of
interest. These simple linear regressions take the form:
y = β1x+ β0 (2.91)
Statistical analysis is used to evaluate the regression coefficients and
accuracy of the analytical fits. Detailed descriptions and derivations of the
statistical analysis techniques can be found in the textbook by Ryan [94].
Shaded confidence intervals, plotted with the analytical model, may
provide a visual indication of the uncertainty of the estimates ŷi for various
values of xi. These confidence intervals also serve as a basis for defining the
bias uncertainty for a calibrated instrument. A 95% confidence interval is
defined such that, with repeated sampling, 95% of the generated confidence
intervals about the estimated values ŷ0 are expected to contain the true value
y0. The expression for this confidence interval is given as (2.92).
P (ŷ0 − δy ≤ y0 ≤ ŷ0 + δy) = 0.95 (2.92)
Here, given a set of n measurements used to generate the analytical fit,
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(xi − x̄i)2 (2.95)
The expression for the confidence interval δy, includes a term that in-
creases as the value of x0 moves away from the mean value of x. For calibra-
tions based on regressions a conservative estimate of the bias uncertainty may
be obtained from the value of the confidence interval furthest from the mean
values used for the regression. In addition to these fit confidence intervals, the
95% confidence intervals for the coefficients of the analytical fits are calculated
as follows:
P (β̂0 − δβ0 ≤ β0 ≤ β̂0 + δβ0) = 0.95 (2.96)
P (β̂1 − δβ1 ≤ β1 ≤ β̂1 + δβ1) = 0.95 (2.97)
δβ1 = t0.025,n−2
√∑n
i=1 (yi − ŷi)2
(n− 2)Sxx
(2.98)








For example, this approach is used to calculate the uncertainties in the
induced power and profile power coefficients, fit to the measured thrust and
power using the momentum theory derived in §2.1.1. With the analytical fit
coefficients and their uncertainties, the Student’s-t test may then be used to
compare measurements from different experimental configurations. The null
hypothesis for comparing coefficients from two fits, a and b, is that they are









A p-value is computed using this t-statistic and a t-distribution with
n− 2 degrees of freedom, where n is the lesser of the number of points used to
create the two fits. This p-value is the probability of observing a test statistic
at least as extreme as that calculated (from equation (2.100)). If this p-value
is greater than 0.025, the null hypothesis is accepted, which means that the
coefficients are found to have no statistical difference with a confidence level of
95%. On the other hand, if this p-value is less than 0.025, the null hypothesis is
rejected, in which case there is a significant difference between the coefficients




This chapter documents the design, fabrication and validation of the
Mach-scale CCR test stand and instrumentation. The range of nominal The
chapter is divided in three sections. In §3.1 the design of the drive system
transmission, hubs and pitch control system, including linear servos, is covered.
In §3.2 the instrumentation used for key measurements is presented, including
calibrations and characterizations of uncertainty. Finally §3.3 describes the
data acquisition and real time test monitoring systems.
3.1 Test Stand Hardware
3.1.1 Drive System
The heart of the test stand is a belt driven transmission assembly.
Shown in figure 3.1, the transmission uses two synchronized toothed belts to
transmit power from the input drive shaft to the rotor shafts. The two input
pulleys rotate together on the same shaft. The inner shaft drives the upper
rotor, while the outer shaft drives the lower, as seen in the cross-sectional view
in figure 3.2. The upper rotor is driven counter-clockwise, as is conventional
for North American rotorcraft, while the lower rotor spins clockwise due to
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the serpentine belt arrangement with idler pulley. The toothed belts and
pulleys, with a 1:1 drive ratio, ensure that the rotors remained synchronized
over time. The 36-tooth pulleys allow for adjusting the upper-lower rotor phase
relationship, and therefore the location of upper-lower rotor blade crossings,
in 10 degree increments. Power is provided through a hydraulic drive system,
consisting of a remote reservoir and pump, with a compact, stand mounted,
bent axis hydraulic motor (Rexroth AA2FM-63). Maximum power is 105 kW
at 4000 RPM, while 50 kW is available at the maximum nominal testing speed
of 1800 RPM.
Hydraulic Motor





Lower Rotor PulleyIdler Pulley
Figure 3.2: Coaxial transmission cross sectional view
3.1.2 Hub Design
The design of the rotor hubs contained several challenges unique to the
closely spaced CCR rotor system under investigation. Traditionally, rotor hubs
feature bearings allowing blade motion in the pitch, flap and lag directions.
These hub designs, referred to as fully articulated, do not support bending
moments at the blade root, reacting only the blade forces, greatly reducing
stresses. A CCR rotor system, designed for use with lift offset, must react large
bending loads at the blade root to ensure that the upper and lower rotor blades
do not collide. These large bending moments, as well as the centrifugal loading
from the blade are the driving factors in the hub design. The BEMT and linear
beam codes were used to derive estimates of the hub loads which are listed
in table 3.1. The moment load due to the distributed blade thrust was taken
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Table 3.1: Design Loads for Hub
Rotational Velocity 1800 RPM
Blade Mass 0.3 kg
Centrifugal Loading 4200 N
Blade Thrust 250 N
Flap Bending Moment 177 Nm
directly from the BEMT model. This is a conservative estimate of the bending
moment seen by the hubs, as blade-flapping combined with centrifugal force
produces a negative flap-bending moment, partially countering the positive
flap-bending moment due to the rotor thrust.
The space available for the hub also introduced design constraints. The
inside of the lower rotor hub must clear the 50 mm upper rotor shaft, and the
hub height is limited to 50 mm by the upper rotor drive flange. The hub outer
diameter must be minimized to avoid excessive drag and the final design must
mate to the 4× 120 mm bolt pattern of the main load cells. The final design,
shown in figure 3.3a consists of a central hub with modular bearing carrier
and bladegrip assemblies. The bearing carriers house three bearings, visible in
figure 3.3b: one axial roller bearing for centrifugal loads, and two needle roller
bearings reacting thrust and flap-bending moments.
Given the high forces involved, accurate predictions of the stresses ex-
perienced by the blade grip and hub is important. Central to the prediction
of the stresses is the modeling of the bearings. Roller bearings are inherently




Figure 3.3: Modular, rigid rotor hub design (a) Central hub with bearing
carriers (b) Cross-sectional view of bearing carrier and bladegrip
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by Hertzian contact stress. Several strategies have been proposed for reduced
order modeling of bearings for finite element analysis. Following one approach
by Molnár et al. [73], the bearings are modeled as solid bushings with elastic
moduli tailored to reproduce the appropriate stiffness response. Three degrees
of precone angle is added to the hubs to reduce root bending moments utilizing
the inertial flapping moment.
3.1.3 Pitch Control System
Controlling blade pitch is crucial for proper operation of the rotor stand.
In hover, collective pitch determines the power and thrust produced, and dif-
ferential adjustment of upper and lower rotor collective is used for balancing
rotor torques. Forward flight introduces the additional requirement of sinu-
soidally varying the rotor blade pitch once per revolution in order to trim
rolling moments. The following sections describe the various pitch control sys-
tems that were built and utilized during the testing performed on the rotor
stand.
3.1.3.1 Fixed Pitch
During early hover testing, pitch control was accomplished by man-
ual adjustment of individual blade pitch links. These upper and lower rotor
manual pitch control systems are labeled in figure 3.4. The upper rotor pitch
control consists of female rod-ends attached to socket head cap screws captured
in spherical bearings. Turning the cap screw moved the rod-end vertically with
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a resulting pitch resolution of 3.5◦/turn. While the upper rotor system was
entirely contained on the hub, the lower rotor system used pushrods mounted
to fixed arms below the rotor system with pitch resolution of 4.3◦/turn. As
demonstrated in §3.2.3 the lower rotor pushrod forces were measured to correct
the hub loads. This was accomplished by instrumenting the support arms with
full-bridge bending strain gauge arrangements, as shown in figure 3.5. Pro-
grammable instrumentation amplifiers (RAETECH SG1169) were mounted to
the support so only amplified signals were sent through the sliprings.
3.1.3.2 Swashplates and Linkages
While the fixed pitch system was sufficient for limited hover testing,
wind tunnel testing requires significantly more advanced control. Typical heli-
copter main rotor controls consist of three degrees of freedom: collective blade
pitch (θ0), longitudinal cyclic pitch (θ1C), and lateral cyclic pitch (θ1S). The
resulting blade root pitching motion from these three degrees of freedom is
described by the equation:
θ = θ0 + θ1C cosψ + θ1S sinψ (3.1)
For the coaxial rotor system, each rotor has independent control set-
tings (θ0, θ1C , θ1S) for a total of six degrees of freedom. The collective and
cyclic controls are implemented using custom built swashplate linkage assem-
blies. The lower rotor swashplate and linkages, shown in figure 3.6, are in a










Figure 3.5: Lower rotor pushrod support with full-bridge strain gauge instru-
mented arms
actuators translate and tilt the non-rotating swashplate riding on a central
spherical bearing. The non-rotating swashplate transmits motion to the rotat-
ing swashplate through a thin section ball-bearing. The rotating swashplate
(rotating with the blades at the rotor angular velocity) is connected to the
lower rotor pitch horns via adjustable carbon fiber pitch links. Linear transla-
tion of the swashplate changes the collective (mean) pitch angle, while tilting
the swashplate fore to aft and side to side changes the longitudinal and lateral
cyclic pitch amplitudes respectively.
The upper rotor swashplate and linkage assembly is considerably more
complicated. Shown in figure 3.7, the pitch control system runs through the









Figure 3.6: Lower rotor swashplate and linkage assembly
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and swashplate, similar to those of the lower rotor, are mounted upside down,
below the transmission assembly. External, rotating pitch links connect to ball-
bearing supported bellcranks which reverse the pitch direction, connecting to
the internal pitch links running to the inside of the upper rotor.
Running the upper rotor pushrods internally results in different upper
and lower rotor pitch horn geometry. Shown in figures 3.8a and 3.8b, the
lower rotor pitch horn length of 23 mm is 1.78 times larger than that of the
upper rotor (13 mm). This variation in pitch horn length results in distinct
upper and lower rotor pitch control loads and pitch control stiffnesses. The
rotor blade pitching forces, including inertial and aerodynamic loads, result in





Similarly the torsional stiffness of the control system, measured at the





Finally, free-play hysteresis enters the system largely through rod-end
and ball-joint positioning tolerances. The total linear hysteresis is then related






Figure 3.7: Upper rotor swashplate and linkage assembly
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Pitch horn geometry, (a) Upper rotor, (b) Lower rotor
Table 3.2: Upper and lower rotor pitch dynamics
Upper Rotor Lower Rotor




kθ 118 388 [Nm/rad]





Table 3.2 shows these values computed for the upper and lower rotors.
Torsional stiffness is built up from individual system components using a com-
bination of linear elasticity and FEA calculations, and the hysteresis measured
for the installed system.
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3.1.3.3 Servo Controller and Calculations
A diagram of the servo control system is shown in figure 3.9. A central
unit, located in the control room, manages user inputs and servo command
outputs. The control unit has a LCD display, and toggle switch controls
for all six rotor degrees of freedom. The control unit main microprocessor
(ATmega2560) reads the switch inputs, calculates the servo throws from the
commanded control angles, and updates the output screen. The servo throws
are calculated via a series of scalings and transformation matrices as follows.
The first transformation is between servo displacements (∆i) and the resulting





























Here Lnon is the distance from the ceter of swashplate rotation to the
non-rotating pushrod attachments. To account for the azimuthal offset, φh,
between the blade pitch axis and the pitch horn location a rotation matrix is
introduced, then collective and cyclic pitches are scaled by the distance from
the center of swashplate rotation to the rotating pushrod attachments (Lrot)



























With the desired servo throws calculated, a daughter board (PCA9685)
is used to output commanded positions via six pulse width modulated (PWM)
signals. These signals run to a distribution panel, mounted on the test stand
transmission. Here the signals, along with 12 Volt power, are routed to the
individual servo microcontrollers (Pololu Jrk 21v3) which drive the servos to






















Figure 3.9: Diagram of the servo control system, red arrows are power, black
arrows are control and feeback signals
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3.1.3.4 Linear Servo Design
The first iteration of the servo control system utilized off-the-shelf
hobby servo-actuators (Hitec HS-M7990TH) shown in figure 3.10. This de-
sign performed well in hover testing however, under higher forcing in the wind
tunnel, the hobby servos exhibited unacceptable play and insufficient resolu-
tion for properly trimming the rotor system with cyclic controls. The cyclic
control resolution issues occurred due to the coupling in the transformation
between commanded control angles and servo throws, combined with the fi-
nite servo resolution. Figures 3.11 a-c show contour plots of the error between
commanded and actual pitch angles for the lower rotor with the Hitec angular
servo actuators over a range of commanded cyclic pitches. The error exhibits
a periodic pattern, and is greatest in θ1C . Figure 3.11d shows the relationship
between pitch angle error and servo resolution.
In response to the shortcomings of the Hitec servos, custom linear servo
actuators were designed. The goals of this design were to increase servo force
capability, increase servo resolution, and decrease compliance. The design,
shown in figure 3.12a and 3.12b, uses a leadscrew actuator rod driven by a
brushed DC motor through a gear reduction system. To simplify the design,
parts of the geartrain from the hobby servo actuators were adapted for the
linear servos. The leadscrew and nut where purchased from Nook industries
featuring 6 turns per inch (tpi) lead and 60% efficiency. With this low lead,
the screw cannot be back driven by axial input forces. This means that the
servo will hold its position even with no input power, a safe failure mode. The
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Figure 3.10: Hitec angular servo actuator with custom arm
geartrain stages and total reduction are listed in table 3.1. The servo housing
integrates a spherical bearing for kinematically correct, compact mounting and
the all-metal construction with direct load paths minimizes compliance.
Position feedback is measured using a compact membrane linear poten-
tiometer (Spectra Symbol TSP-L) actuated by the servo output shaft using a
rapid prototyped ABS plastic wiper, visible to the right in the unassembled
servo components shown in figure 3.13. The completed servo characteristics
are presented in table 3.4. The custom actuator achieves four times greater po-
sitioning resolution, while generating 20 times the force output at peak power
as the Hitec servo. The Hitec servo achieves higher maximum pitch velocities




Figure 3.11: Characterization of pitch angle error due to servo resolution, (a)









Figure 3.12: Upper rotor linear servo-actuator CAD views (a) Isometric (b)
Cross-sectional view









Table 3.4: Servo actuator characteristics
Hitec Servo Linear Servo
Resolution [µm] 98 16
Repeatability [µm] - 25
Maximum pitch error (lower rotor) [deg] 0.25 0.05
Maximum pitch velocity (lower rotor) [deg/s] 150 7.7*
Force at maximum power [N] 85 1750*
*theoretical
standard hover and wind tunnel tests.
Figure 3.13: Finished linear servo actuator components before assembly
3.2 Instrumentation
3.2.1 Fixed Frame Instrumentation
Permanent fixed frame instrumentation both monitors test stand safety,
and is used for analysis. Four integrated circuit, thermocouple based temper-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.14: Fixed frame instrumentation, (a) MEMS accelerometer with rapid
prototyped mount, (b) Optical incremental encoder
ature transducers (Texas Instruments LM35) are mounted to each of the ma-
jor bearing housings to monitor heat buildup and bearing health. A two-axis
MEMS accelerometer (ADXL-330), shown in figure 3.14a monitors fixed-frame
vibrations. It is used for dynamic balancing of the rotor system before testing,
as well as for monitoring loads during tests where unsteady aerodynamic forc-
ing may become significant. Finally a 4096 count/revolution optical encoder
(US Digital HB6M) is mounted to the input drive-shaft as shown in figure
3.14b. This encoder is used to measure azimuth angle and RPM, and is also
used for post-processing data via synchronous averaging of multiple revolu-
tions. Additionally the encoder signal may be used to trigger external strobe
lights, lasers, and cameras, precisely aligning measurements at repeatable az-
imuthal locations.
With the majority of the instrumentation located in the rotating frame,
electrical slip-rings are necessary to transfer the signals back to the fixed frame
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data acquisition. Two sliprings, supplied by Fabricast, are used. One with 24
channels for the upper rotor, and a second with 26 channels for the lower
rotor. The upper rotor slipring is mounted below the test stand with wires
running alongside the upper rotor pushrods through the inner shaft. The lower
rotor slipring is mounted above the test stand, with wiring passing inside a
protective sleeve that also serves as the inner shaft for locating the lower rotor
swashplate. As sliprings introduce noise into the signals it is beneficial that
only amplified signals pass from the rotating to fixed frames, a factor that is
taken into consideration in the design of the rotating frame instrumentation.
3.2.2 Main Load Cells
A key requirement for the experimental setup was the ability to mea-
sure static and dynamic loads in all 6-axes for the upper and lower rotors sepa-
rately. Two custom modified 6-component load cells (ATI Omega-160) [7], are
mounted in the rotating frame directly below the upper and lower rotor hubs.
The load cells feature on-board signal conditioning ensuring that only high
level voltage signals are passed through the slip rings. The high-gain silicon
semiconductor strain gages allow for a very stiff construction, with isolated
load cell natural frequencies greater than 1000 Hz in all directions.
3.2.2.1 Calibration and Drift Corrections
The load cells are supplied with factory static calibrations for two of
three load cases: low, medium and high. For all testing the medium calibra-
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Figure 3.15: ATI Omega-160 6-component load cell
tion range was used. Table 3.5 shows the calibrated range, resolution, and
uncertainty for all six load cell components. The load cell calibration is shown
in equation 3.7. The 6×6 matrix of coefficients transforms the strain gauge
outputs to the orthogonal forces and moments. A noteworthy characteristic
of this calibration is the highly coupled nature, with resolved forces predom-
inantly featuring a combination of two or three strain gauge signals. The
stiffnesses listed in table 3.5, combined with rotor inertial properties, provide
an estimate of the upper bound of the frequency response of the system. With
a two-bladed rotor, aligned along the x-direction, the Fx, Fy and Fz force, and
Mx moment measurements have natural frequencies greater than 700 Hz. Mz,
rotor torque, has a natural frequency of 260 Hz while My, perpendicular to the
blade-span, has a natural frequency of 200 Hz. Using this as an upper bound
on the usable frequency range of the load cell, the highest rotor harmonics
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Table 3.5: Omega-160 load cell factory calibration
Component Range Uncertainty Stiffness
Fx, Fy ±1400N 4N 7x107N/m
Fz ±3750N 8N 1.2x108N/m
Mx,My ±240Nm 0.75Nm 3.3x105Nm/rad
Mz ±240Nm 0.5Nm 5.2x105Nm/rad
that may be measured range between six-per revolution at 1800 RPM and
twelve-per-revolution at 900 RPM.

3.43 −0.37 −7.26 −175 3.88 154
7.06 187 −2.00 −101 −4.21 −89.0
266 0.76 273 2.79 270 1.52
−0.22 0.12 −17.5 −0.29 17.0 0.08
19.4 0.11 −10.0 0.01 −9.89 −0.18




















With the measured rotor loads not spanning the complete range for
all load cell components there was a need to make corrections to certain cal-
ibration constants. Specifically the supplied calibration did not adequately
decouple in-plane forces (Fx and Fy) from in-plane moments (Mx and My) at
the low absolute values encountered during testing. While the error was not
out of the possible uncertainty range for the load cell, it was much too large
for the measurements acquired during wind tunnel testing. Correction factors
were measured by applying in-plane moments using a vertical Fz force and a
moment arm. Figure 3.16 shows the observed couplings for the lower rotor
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.16: Lower rotor load cell in-plane moment-force couplings with linear
fits and confidence bounds, (a) Fx-My coupling, (b) Fy-Mx coupling
Table 3.6: In-plane moment-force coupling correction factors
Components Correction Factor [1/m] Corrected Force Uncertainty [N]
My-Fx Upper 0.532 0.77
Mx-Fy Upper 0.502 2.00
My-Fx Lower -0.465 0.85
Mx-Fy Lower -0.492 0.30
load cell. To correct for these couplings the data was fit with a linear trend-
line with zero intercept. Table 3.6 shows the correction factors for all four
couplings as well as uncertainties in the resulting corrected forces. The un-
certainty listed was calculated for a moment of equal magnitude but opposite
sign to the maximum applied moment. This produces a conservative estimate
of the error, as this value is farthest from the mean value of the moments used
for creating the fit.
Finally, the load cells displayed a tendency to drift over time while
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spinning. This was compensated by taking pre and post-test, zero RPM tare
readings immediately following each test condition. Then working from the







[Fz(tf )− Fz(t0)] (3.8)
Here ti is the time of the measurement to be corrected, t0 the time of the
first tare reading and tf the time of the final tare reading. Figure 3.17 shows
both raw and corrected Fz data for the upper rotor spinning with no blades
attached. The uncorrected force shows a clear linear drift away from zero as
the test progresses. After applying the correction factor the force is steady,
near Fz = −5N for all test points except for the first and last non-rotating
points. The residual 5N force may be accounted for by mechanical coupling
from load cell wiring, as well as pushrod forces which may be compensated
for, as shown in the following section 3.2.3.
3.2.3 Pitch Link Load Cells
Pitch link loads are an important design parameter for rotorcraft, and
large pitch link loads due to retreating blade dynamic stall may be the limiting
factor in increasing flight speeds. While this alone makes measurement of pitch
link loads desirable, the unique main load cell configuration of the current test
stand also necessitates measuring these loads so that the true rotor forces may
be recovered. Figure 3.18 shows a free body diagram of the pushrod-hub-load
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Figure 3.17: Raw and drift corrected upper rotor Fz with no applied rotor
loads
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cell system. The load cell reaction force is composed of the target hub load
measurement as well as the pushrod forces, Fload = Fhub−FPR1−FPR2. These
pushrod forces enter into both the Fz as well as Mx and My through moment
arms associated with the pitch horn geometry. Equations 3.9 and 3.10 show
the transformations of the pushrod loads to the load cell frame for both upper



















































The compensation of pushrod loads is very important for forward flight
where the cyclic pitching motion required for rotor trim introduces pushrod
forces of the same order of magnitude as the rotor thrust. Figure 3.19 shows
how, even with no thrust or rotor cyclic, the subtraction of pushrod forces
increases the accuracy of the measured hub loads. Subtracting pushrod loads
brings the measured rotor thrust to within 2N of the expected zero thrust
value for all points whereas the drift compensated measurements were 4− 6N
too low.
In order to fit inside the upper rotor shaft a full-bridge strain gauge
instrumented hoop, with an integral instrumentation amplifier, was designed as
shown in figure 3.20. Pure tension and compression forces applied to the hoop
ends induce bending loads in the thin hoop arms. Figure 3.21 shows the normal
and transverse strain components along the hoop arms for a tension loading.
Here we see the outer hoop surfaces placed into compression while the inner
surfaces are placed in compression. The hoops were wire EDM machined from
2024-T4 aluminum for high accuracy and quality surface finish. Preliminary
rotor system simulations produced a target load range of ±250N for high speed
forward flight. The load cells were designed to ensure adequate fatigue life
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Figure 3.20: Strain gauge hoop (a) Dimensioned drawing (in) (b) Assembly
with amplifier board
using resultant stress from the FEA analysis and stress-life calculations from
the Metallic Material Properties Development and Standardization (MMPDS)
Handbook [91]. For the fully reversed design load, fatigue life was found to be
greater than 107 cycles, or more than 140 hours at 1200 RPM.
The strain distribution in the hoop arms, with opposite sides in tension
and compression leads to the choice of strain gauge arrangement shown in
figure 3.22. The arrangement is similar to that for a beam in bending, however
the compressive and tensile strains are not equal in magnitude. Therefore the
bridge sensitivity is calculated starting from first principles.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.21: FEA calculated strain under 220N tension loading (a) Tangential













Figure 3.22: Pitch link load cell strain gauge arrangement, (a) Gauge location












R1 (R3 +R4)−R4 (R1 +R2)
(R1 +R2) (R3 +R4)
)
(3.12)
With R = R+ ∆R where ∆R << R and R1 = R2 = R3 = R4 equation
















For the constantan foil strain gauges used (Omega SGT-3J/350-TY43)




For strain gauges of equivalent gauge factor and initial resistance sub-




(εT − εC + εT − εC) (3.15)
From the FEA analysis the relationship between pushrod force and
strain was found to be εT = 4.727 × 10−6/N and 1.56εC = −εT . The gauge
factor is 2.11 ± 0.1 and the maximum allowable excitation voltage is 10V .
Therefore the theoretical relationship between output voltage and pushrod
force for the bridge is:
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Vout = 81.8± 4.0µV/N (3.16)
In order to prevent excessive noise from entering the pushrod loadcell
signals, compact instrumentation amplifiers were designed to mount directly
to the hoops. The instrumentation amplifier (Analog Devices AD623) gain
is determined by a single resistor, minimizing part count. The boards were
designed with surface mount components including power supply decoupling
capacitors. The board ciruit diagram, bill of materials, and layout schematics
are included in Appendix 1. With a target full-scale measurement range of
±250N the gain was set at 99 using precision 1kΩ resistors resulting in a final
amplified output sensitivity of:
Vamp = 8.10± 0.40mV/N (3.17)
The chosen sensitivity results in a full-scale measurement voltage range
of ±1.9V. While this gain does not utilize the full ±5V supply voltage range,
it does allow a margin for initial bridge imbalances.
The loadcells were calibrated in tension using a series of proof masses.
The results of the four calibrations are presented in table 3.7. The bias error
is calculated for the maximum compressive load for a conservative estimate.
The measured sensitivities fall within the uncertainty of the calculated value,
validating the design analysis. Despite significant offsets in three sensors, the
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Table 3.7: Pushrod loadcell calibrations
Sensor Sensitivity [mV/N] Offset [V] Calibration Bias Error [N]
Upper 1 7.93± 0.08 2.88 2.23
Upper 2 8.28± 0.03 0.13 0.51
Lower 1 7.83± 0.08 2.88 1.25
Lower 2 7.83± 0.08 2.87 1.13
full scale range does not exceed ±5V. After digitization the nominal sensor
resolutions are 0.02N.
3.2.4 Root Pitch Angle Sensors
Root pitch angle measurements are required, both for rotor control
trimming as well as for analyzing elastic control system deflections due to
the blade pitching dynamics. Traditional optical or magnetic encoders were
not able to fit in the limited space available, especially for the lower rotor in
proximity to the upper rotor shaft. As a result a pitch measurement system,
with a linear Hall effect sensor (Honeywell SS495A1) and two Neodymium
magnets, was designed to fit inside the existing hub envelope. The system,
pictured in figure 3.23, operates with the stationary Hall effect sensor measur-
ing the magnetic field as the two magnets of opposite polarity rotate with the
bladegrip.
The response of the system was sensitive to both the axial gap between
the Hall effect sensor and the magnets, as well as to the radial separation dis-
tance between the magnets. With a measurement range target of 30◦, several
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Figure 3.23: Diagram of upper rotor root pitch angle sensor and magnets
combinations of axial and radial distances were tested using an adjustable jig.
Figure 3.24 shows two of the tested configurations. Significant non-linearity,
as well as output saturation and extreme angles is apparent for the curve with
2.5 mm separation. Increasing the axial separation from 2.5 to 4.1 mm, the
maximum allowable by packaging constraints, reduces the sensitivity of the
sensor preventing saturation. Here the Hall effect output is nearly linear over
the entire 30◦ range of motion. Figure 3.25a shows an installed sensor calibra-
tion with both first and third order polynomial fits. The fit bias uncertainties
are ±0.6178◦ and ±0.41◦ for the first and third order fits respectively. From
the fit residuals in figure 3.25b it is clear that the first order fit residuals are
not normally distributed and the third order calibration is most appropriate.
For real time monitoring the first order fits were used while the experimental
data was post-processed with the third order fits for higher accuracy.
With the final configuration dimensions determined, jigs for magnet
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Figure 3.24: Variation of Hall effect output with variation in axial separation
distance (radial separation = 6.2 mm)
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.25: Installed sensor calibration, (a) Raw data with first and third
order polynomial fits, (b) Fit residuals for first and third order polynomials
and Hall effect mounting were made. Shown in figure 3.26, the Hall effect
sensor jig is rapid prototyped from ABS plastic and designed to interface with
the bearing carrier mount bolts, while the magnet mounting jig is laser cut
from plywood. The magnets are mounted with a 10◦ offset such that the
effective root pitch angle measurement range runs from −5◦ to 25◦.
3.2.5 Blade Tip Clearance Sensor
During testing with lift offset, the advancing rotor blades produce ex-
cess thrust, flapping upwards, while the retreating blades flap downwards. In
the coaxial configuration the lower rotor blades flap upwards near ψ = 270◦,
where the upper rotor blades simultaneously flap downwards. This decreases
tip clearance as lift offset is increased, and in extreme cases can lead to colli-
sions and blade destruction.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.26: Jigs for pitch angle sensor construction (a) Rapid prototyped
fixture for Hall effect mount (b) Laser cut magnet locating jig with bladegrips
In order to ensure safety during testing at high lift offsets, the blade
tip clearance was monitored using an optical sensor embedded in the lower
surface of an upper rotor blade as shown in figure 3.27. The primary goal of
the sensor was to ensure that tip clearance remained greater than 5% radius
(≈ 50mm) during testing, with a secondary goal of measuring trends in tip
clearance. Two related designs were implemented. The first, shown in fig-
ure 3.28a consisted of an integrated circuit infrared distance sensor (Vishay
VCNL4020) and a microcontroller located at the upper rotor hub. The Vishay
sensor packages an IR LED with a photodetector and hardware for ambient
light compensation. Custom circuit boards for embedding the sensors in the
blades were produced, with schematics and board layouts included in appendix
1. The digital sensor communicated with the central microcontroller using a
digital serial interface for triggering acquisition and returning the measured
clearance. While the sensor performed well in stationary testing, it exhibited
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unexplained drift followed by saturation with the rotor system spinning.
The second sensor, shown in figure 3.28b consists of a discrete IR LED
and accompanying photodiode. Signal conditioning located on the upper rotor
hub converts the photodiode output into a voltage that is related to the inten-
sity of light reflected from the lower rotor blade tips, which are painted white
to enhance the signal. This analog sensor was simultaneously sampled with
the other test stand instrumentation, and captured all four blade crossings
per revolution. Tests with the analog sensor were performed without external
illumination to ensure accurate readings without ambient light contamination.
Figure 3.27: Blade clearance sensor operational diagram
Located at approximately 0.9R and immediately aft of the blade spar,
the sensor is connected to wires inserted during the blade curing process and
potted in place with epoxy adhesive. Calibrations were performed with the
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.28: Embedded blade clearance sensors (a) Digital sensor (b) Discrete
analog sensor
blades mounted to the rotor system. The relationship between sensor voltage
and clearance is well captured by a quadratic polynomial curve fit as shown
in figure 3.29. The calibration curve uncertainty, shown as a shaded region
in figure 3.29, varies between 5–10 mm ( 0.5–1% R). This uncertainty is suffi-
ciently small to allow measurement of trends in tip clearance with rotor system
operating conditions in addition to functioning as a safety limit sensor.
3.3 Data Acquisition
The data acquisition (DAQ) system uses a National Instruments (NI)
PXIe modular instrumentation system for all input and output. Three mul-
tifunction DAQ cards are used, two NI PXI-6358 cards with simultaneously
sampled analog inputs, and one PXI-6225 with up to 80 sequentially sampled
analog inputs. The specifications of all three cards are summarized in table
3.8. All three cards may share sampling clocks through the PXI chassis back-
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Figure 3.29: Blade clearance sensor calibration curve
pane to ensure synchronization. The two 6358 cards, with their simultaneous
sampled inputs, were used for all analog sensors which were simultaneously
sampled at 30 kHz, corresponding to 1000 samples-per-revolution at the max-
imum nominal rotor speed of 1800 RPM. One high speed counter on the 6225
card was used for measuring the azimuthal angle output from the optical en-
coder. The incremental A channel of the optical encoder was also used for
driving a second high speed counter to generate an output pulse train phase
locked to the rotor rotational frequency. This channel was used for triggering
of external sources including strobe and laser lights for illumination at inte-
ger multiples of the fundamental rotational frequency. Phase offset of this
output was adjustable in steps of 1/1024 revolutions. Finally a single digital
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Table 3.8: Data acquisition card specifications
PXI-6358 PXI-6225
Analog Inputs 32 80
ADC Resolution 16 Bit 16 Bit
Simultaneous Sampling? Yes No
High Speed Counters 4 2
Digital Input/Outputs 48 24
input is available for recording trigger signals from external instrumentation
for measurement synchronization during post-processing.
3.3.1 LabView Virtual Instrument
A series of LabView Virtual Instruments (VIs) were created for con-
ducting experiments, monitoring test stand safety, and saving test data. The
VIs were constructed with a modular architecture, shown in figure 3.30. The
data acquisition process begins with the initialization and synchronization of
the three DAQ cards. Data collection begins and data is read in a high speed
loop with no additional processing. The data then passes via an asynchronous
queue to an initial processing loop, where measurements are scaled by calibra-
tion constants and tare readings removed. A VI divides the data into complete
revolution blocks (if test stand is stationary data is divided into 0.5 second
blocks) which are then passed via a second asynchronous queue to the main
state machine loop. This loop provides tools for realtime evaluation of data
and test stand safety, including raw sensor readings, control angle measure-
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ments and trim conditions. Data may be synchronously averaged to reduce
noise, and both raw and averaged data recorded to text files in integer mul-
tiples of revolutions. Strobe and external trigger output is controlled by a
secondary loop running in parallel with the main loop. The state machine
architecture enables rapid modification and expansion of the VI for integrat-
ing additional sensors or analysis capabilities. During wind tunnel testing the
status of the test stand was monitored from the trimming panel. Shown in
figure 3.31, the panel includes key readings for evaluating system trim as well

















Figure 3.30: Diagram of LabView VIs, red dashed lines indicate asynchronous
queue communication
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1. Synchronous averaging and data storage
2. RPM strip chart
3. Torque balance and rolling moments with targets for trimming
4. Upper and lower rotor control settings (θ0,θ1S,θ1C)
5. Pushrod force and accelerometer harmonic amplitudes











Figure 3.31: Diagram of LabView VI trimming and safety panel
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Chapter 4
Blade Construction and Characterization
This chapter describes the construction and characterization of the ro-
tor blades. §4.1 covers the construction of two different rotor blade designs,
an initial reference blade, and a stiff reinforced design. Next, static character-
ization of the blade elastic properties is presented in §4.2. The digital image
correlation technique is introduced in §4.2.2.1 and used to measure the dis-
placements of the non-uniform reinforced blade. Dynamic characterization of
the reinforced blade modal properties is presented in §4.3. High speed digital
image correlation is combined with modal analysis techniques to extract blade
natural frequencies and mode shapes. The results of the static and dynamic
characterization are compared with, and used to update blade numerical model
properties.
4.1 Blade Construction
The rotor blade is based on a uniform VR-12 cross section with zero
twist and zero taper. The VR-12 airfoil, developed by Boeing Vertol, is a
second generation helicopter airfoil, designed using coupled potential flow and
boundary layer simulations [62]. Dadone [27], describes the complex trade-offs
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Comparison of VR12 airfoil baseline with 5% trailing edge tab (a)
Complete airfoil (b) Trailing edge detail
involved in helicopter airfoil design, as factors including, maximum lift, drag
divergence Mach number, pitching moment and dynamic stall characteristics
must be considered. The VR-12 airfoil provides high lift while maintaining
a modest drag divergence Mach number greater than 0.77 [62]. The current
blades add a trailing edge tab, with 5% chord length, to the baseline VR-12
airfoil as shown in figure 4.1a. The trailing edge tab, detailed in 4.1b, adds
reflex camber near the airfoil trailing edge. This helps to reduce pitching
moment and control forces magnitudes.
4.1.1 Materials
The blades are constructed with solid foam cores wrapped with preim-
pregnated (prepreg) carbon fiber reinforced epoxy composites. Two carbon-
epoxy composite materials are used, a plain weave AS4/3501-6 prepreg, and
a IM7/3501-6 uni-directional tape. The material properties for both were es-
timated from several sets of experimental data. Data for composites using
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Table 4.1: 3501-6 and 8552 epoxy comparison
3501-6, Neat 8552, Neat AS4/3501-6 AS4/8552
ρ[g/cm3] 1.265 1.301 1.136 1.136
E11 [GPa] 4.24 4.67 141 141
ν12 0.365 - - -
Fiber volume fraction 0 0 0.62 0.58
t [mm] - - 0.132 0.132
3501-6 epoxy matrix are extremely limited. As a result, test data from com-
posites cured with 8552 epoxy are substituted. To justify this substitution,
consider the data in table 4.1, taken from Hexcel material data sheets [38,39].
Both neat resin and unidirectional AS4 prepreg tape properties are considered.
While there is variation in the resin properties including elastic modulus, when
cured with carbon fibers with approximately 60% volume fraction there is min-
imal variation in the reported properties between the two epoxies. As complete
blade stiffness properties will be verified experimentally, the 8552 resin prepreg
data is sufficient for preliminary design analyses. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show prop-
erties for the unidirectional IM7 tape and plain weave AS4 fabric respectively.
Data is presented from the previously mentioned Hexcel datasheets [39], the
Department of Defense Composite Materials Handbook [2], and from tests
performed by the National Center of Advanced Materials Performance for the
FAA [69,70].
The AS4 plain-weave fabric is used exclusively in the ±45◦ orienta-
tion to provide torsional stiffness. The lamina elastic properties when rotated
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Table 4.2: IM7/8552 unidirectional tape properties
Ref. [39] Ref. [69] Ref. [2] Compiled
ρ[g/cm3] 1.57 1.58 - 1.57
E11 [GPa] 168 162 - 165
E22 [GPa] - 10.1 - 10.1
ν12 - 0.36 - 0.36
G12 [GPa] - 4.69 - 4.69
vf 0.58 0.573 - 0.58
t[mm] 0.132 0.183 - 0.183
Table 4.3: AS4/8552 plain weave properties
Ref. [39] Ref. [69] Ref. [2]* Compiled
ρ [g/cm3] 1.57 1.58 1.55 1.57
E11 [GPa] 68 64.5 67.5 66
E22 [GPa] 68 65.5 67.5 66
ν12 - 0.031 - 0.031
G12 [GPa] - 4.96 - 4.96
vf 0.553 0.553 0.525 0.55
t[mm] 0.195 0.198 0.203 0.198
*3501-6 Epoxy Matrix
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Table 4.5: Additional blade construction materials
FM-300K Rohacell IG31-F Tungsten
ρ [g/cm3] 1.15 0.052 19.25
E [GPa] - 0.070 -
G [GPa] - 0.019 -
t [mm] 0.20 - -
45◦, as calculated using classical lamination theory, are presented in table 4.4.
Additional materials used in the blade construction include FM-300K film
adhesive [26], Rohacell IG31-F closed cell foam [32], and tungsten for mass
balancing. The relevant properties for these materials are given in table 4.5.
4.1.2 Reference Blades
The base blade construction is based on a method used by Bao [11].
A two-cell construction technique with solid foam cores is used. The design,
shown in figure 4.2, results in a forward D-spar section, housing the tungsten
balancing weights and aluminum root insert, joined to an aft section with
reduced layup thickness. In contrast to designs featuring a separately cured
spar, this construction technique allows for the blade to be cured as a single
assembly. The blade is cured in a 36 inch long aluminum female mold. The
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two mold halves are located with dowel pins and compression provided by
18 bolts distributed along each side. The detailed blade fabrication steps are







Figure 4.2: Blade cross section with labeled components
4.1.2.1 Core and Insert Preparation
The first step in producing a blade is forming the foam core. The core
acts as a mandrel for the composite material, while also providing buckling
resistance to the finished blade. The foam core material is sanded to near-
net shape using rapid-prototyped guides, then compressed in the aluminum
mold and heated to 250◦F for thermoforming and smoothing. Next the core is
separated into fore and aft pieces using a sliding razor-blade jig. The fore foam
core is machined to accept leading edge tungsten weights for controlling the
blade center of gravity, as shown in figure 4.3a. Visible on the right hand side
of figure 4.3a is a rectangular cutout in the blade-root for an aluminum insert.
This insert provides compressive strength where the blade will be clamped in
the hub blade-grips. The tungsten masses are cut from pure tungsten welding
rods into 2 inch lengths, and distributed along the leading edge with 1” spacing.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Foam core and insert machining, (a) Milling leading edge slots
for tungsten inserts, (b) Cutting tungsten leading edge masses to length using
diamond cutting wheel
Figure 4.3b shows the jig designed for cutting the tungsten using an abrasive
diamond cutting wheel.
4.1.2.2 Composite Layup and Curing
The first step in the layup is assembling the D-spar. Film adhesive is
used to bond the aluminum and tungsten inserts into the foam core as shown
in figure 4.4. The excess aluminum insert protruding from the foam core serves
as a datum for post-cure machining. Next the core is wrapped in a single ply of
film adhesive, followed by a unidirectional im7/3501-6 ply, with fibers oriented
in the spanwise direction. The unidirectional ply is overlapped on the aft edge
of the spar, forming a web with two plies thickness. The completed spar is
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then joined with the aft foam core as shown in figure 4.5a. The blade skin, a
single ply of ±45◦ AS4 is then wrapped around the two cores and joined at
the trailing edge, forming the trailing edge tab. Figure 4.5b shows the fully
assembled blade, wrapped in release film for achieving a high quality surface
finish, and placed in the aluminum mold.
Figure 4.4: Foam core with bonded root insert and tungsten leading edge
masses
The blade is cured in a high temperature autoclave oven shown in figure
4.6. The autoclave is kept at atmospheric pressure as compression is provided
by the aluminum mold. The cure cycle for the 3501-6 epoxy involves two
stages. First the temperature is ramped at 5◦F/min to 250◦F and held for one
hour. Then the temperature ramps to 350◦F for the final two hour cure. When
the cure cycle is complete the oven is powered off, opened, and the blade left
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Blade construction, (a) Completed D-spar joined to aft foam core,
(b) Blade wrapped with outer skin and release film in mold
to cool overnight.
4.1.2.3 Finish Machining
After curing, the blade undergoes two finishing steps shown in figure
4.7. First the blade root, tip, and trailing edge are trimmed using a diamond
abrasive cutoff wheel mounted on a horizontal mill. Then the blade is mounted
to a vertical mill and holes drilled for the bladegrip bolts using a tungsten
carbide drill bit. The finished blade dimensions are shown in figure 4.8.
4.1.3 Reinforced Blades
While the reference blades were sufficient for hover testing, it was deter-
mined that they were incapable of sustaining high lift offset testing in forward
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Figure 4.6: Closed mold in autoclave oven
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Blade finish machining, (a) Trimming blade tip with diamond
























SCALE 1 : 2
4
Figure 4.8: Finished blade dimensions, numbers indicate order of finish ma-
chining
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flight. In a study by Schmaus and Chopra [96], a comprehensive analysis code
was used to predict tip clearance for various blade properties. The reference
blades were found to be capable of only 10% lift offset before the tip clear-
ance safety limit of 5% radius was exceeded. Two major design factors were
identified as targets for a new set of blades. The first is the blade first flap-
ping frequency, closely related to the flap-bending stiffness, EIη. The second
is the blade Lock number, γ, a non-dimensional parameter that relates the
blade aerodynamic flapping moments to the opposing inertial moments. The
Lock number is a measure of the ratio of aerodynamic to inertial blade flap-
bending moments. It is derived from the equations of motion of a spinning,









To decrease blade flapping the first flap frequency must increase while
the Lock number decreases. Figure 4.9 shows the relationship between these
design variables and the maximum achievable lift offset. The reference blades
are indicated on the diagram along with the design target for a new set of
reinforced blades. While decreasing the Lock number is accomplished simply
by adding mass, thereby increasing the flap inertia; increasing the first flap
frequency is more challenging. In the end a two step approach to achieving
the new targets was chosen. The baseline VR12 blade composite layup was
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modified, adding both mass and stiffness, and a post-cure bonded root rein-
forcement cuff was designed to increase stiffness. The linear beam model was
used to predict the rotating flap stiffness for different combination of composite



















Figure 4.9: Maximum lift offset capability vs. Lock number and flap frequency,
reference and reinforced blades marked
The main blade construction follows the same method as for the ref-
erence blades, with the only differences being in the laminates. The D-spar
thickness is doubled, with two plies of unidirectional IM7, doubled on the aft
edge creating a four-ply web. An additional ply of unidirectional IM7 is added
on top of the AS4 skin, doubling the skin thickness. The final modification
from the reference blade is that additional and larger tungsten counterweights
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Tungsten 10 x (2.00”x0.095”) 11 x (2.00”x0.188”)
are necessary to bring the chordwise center of gravity to the quarter chord.
The composition of both blades, including laminates as labeled in figure 2.11
and tungsten rod properties are summarized in table 4.6.
4.1.3.1 Root Reinforcement Cuff
A diagram of the root reinforcement cuff including cross sections is
shown in figure 4.10. The cuff extends to 31.5% of the blade radius, tapering
from a root thickness of 33% chord, down to the VR12 profile at the outboard
edge. Aluminum female molds were machined in two halves, with dowel pins
for location. The female molds along with a male mandrel cast in silicone are
shown in figure 4.11a. The blade cuff layup consists of a base ply of ±45◦ AS4
with two outer layers of unidirectional IM7 oriented in the spanwise direction.
The laminate is wrapped around the male mandrel and compressed in the
aluminum mold. The cure cycle is the same as for the main blade, although a
hot press is used in lieu of the autoclave oven.
The cured blade cuff, shown in figure 4.11b, is removed from the man-
drel and trimmed of excess material. The cuff and main blade are bonded
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Figure 4.11: Blade cuff construction, (a) Female and male cuff molds, (b)
Unfinished blade cuff post-curing
together using high strength Hysol EH-120P epoxy, with the female mold act-
ing as a fixture. As with the main blade, holes are drilled in the cuff for
the bladegrip bolts to pass through. Finally, a dummy bladegrip and root
inserts, labeled in figure 4.10, are attached to the blade and cuff and two-part,
expanding urethane foam used to fill the bladegrip cavity. When cured this
foam provides compressive strength, preventing buckling of the thin root cuff
shell.
4.2 Static Characterization
Characterization of the blade structural properties is necessary, both
for ensuring uniformity of blade construction and for accurate simulations
which model the blade structural dynamics. While the nonlinear structural
code in 2.2.2 requires many cross sectional properties, three stiffness properties
have the majority of the influence on blade behavior: the flap-bending and
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lag-bending stiffnesses, EIη and EIξ, and the torsional stiffness GJ . These
properties, as well as the total mass were measured for both the reference
uniform blades, as well as the reinforced blades.
4.2.1 Uniform Beam
Measurements of the reference blades were simplified by assuming uni-
form cross sectional properties along the beam span. With this assumption,
exact expressions for cantilevered beam bending slopes and twist at a spanwise














Next a benchtop experiment was designed to apply tip forces and mo-
ments to the blades and measure the resulting tip slopes and twists. The
experimental setup, diagrammed in figure 4.12, consists of a rotor blade, can-
tilevered from a rigidly mounted bladegrip at the root, with a tip force applied
using proof masses and pulleys. A mirror attached to the blade tip, reflects
a collimated laser source, and projects it onto a target located a distance L












Here β may be the flap-bending slope, lag-bending slope, or blade twist,
depending on the applied tip load. Relating equations 4.4 to those in equations
















Figure 4.13 shows the jig used for applying these tip loads. Pure flap-
bending loads were applied at the blade quarter chord, while pure moment
loads were generated using opposing pulleys to apply a couple to the aluminum
beam. The details of the experimental setup dimensions, and applied loads are
shown in table 4.7. Figure 4.14 shows the results from flap-bending stiffness
tests of four blades. As seen in figure 4.14b the propagated uncertainty in the
measurement variables does not entirely account for the blade-to-blade varia-
tion in EIη indicating some variation in manufacturing tolerances. Table 4.8
summarizes the measured mean blade properties along with the values calcu-
lated from the cross sectional analysis. There is good agreement between the
calculated and measured flap-bending stiffness, as well as between the calcu-
lated and measured mass. The lag-bending stiffness is overestimated by 15%,












Figure 4.12: Diagram of blade tip slope experimental setup, pictured are the




Figure 4.13: Picture of the jig for applying tip loads, combined flap-bending
torsion load shown
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Table 4.7: Dimensions for tip bending slope experiments
L[m] 3.68± 0.03
x[m] 0.794± 0.005
max ftip [N] 1.96± 0.02
max Mtip [Nm] 0.167± 0.002
max d [m] 0.212± 0.001
(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Results from flap-bending stiffness tests for four blades, (a) Tip
slope vs. applied force, (b) Derived flap-beding stiffness vs. applied force
order of magnitude. This discrepancy is due to the thin shell construction
of the blade cross section. In the cross-sectional analysis code presented in
2.2.3 the entire beam is treated as a prismatic section with varying material
properties. To achieve a more accurate estimate of the shear properties of the
section, the shear flow through the thin laminates would need to be considered.
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Table 4.8: Mean blade properties for reference blades
Calculated Measured
ĒIη [Nm
2] 23.7 22.4± 0.32
ĒIξ [Nm
2] 771 676± 15
ḠJ [Nm2] 939 23.0± 0.22
m̄ [kg/m] 0.170 0.169± 0.006
4.2.2 Non-Uniform Beam
While the assumption of uniform cross sectional properties with span
allowed for the the analysis of the reference blades, the root cuff reinforcement
of the reinforced blades precludes such simplification. Instead the full field
deformation response of the blades under tip loading conditions, similar to
the reference blades, is required to characterize the spanwise variation of the
cross-sectional properties. This is accomplished using digital image correla-
tion techniques as described in §4.2.2.1. The resulting deformations are then
compared to FEM beam models and used to adjust the estimated cuff and uni-
form blade section properties to match the experimental results as described
in §4.2.2.2.
4.2.2.1 Digital Image Correlation
The digital image correlation technique (DIC) calculates test article de-
formations through cross correlations between deformed and undeformed im-
ages taken with digital cameras. Stereoscopic DIC uses the two-dimensional
deformation results from at least two cameras, along with stereophotogramme-
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try principles to recover full three-dimensional displacement fields. Care must
be taken during sample preparation, image acquisition and image processing
to ensure that accurate results are achieved. The preparation of the sample
under test has, perhaps, the largest influence on the quality of DIC results. In
order for the DIC technique to recover unique peaks in the cross-correlation
field, a high contrast, stochastic speckle pattern is applied. A reinforced blade,
shown in figure 4.15 , is prepared by applying a base layer of matte white paint,
followed by randomly distributed black speckles. Several techniques are used
for speckle application. For small test articles the speckle pattern may be
applied by spraying or flicking paint droplets on the article. For the larger
rotor blades of the current study, the speckle is applied using a permanent ink
marker. The speckles should be of uniform density, with several dots per DIC
interrogation window (typically 16×16 to 32×32 pixels), and speckles should
be ≈ 3− 5 pixels in the final digital images.
Figure 4.15: Blade prepared for DIC with stochastic speckle pattern
With the specimen prepared, the imaging system is setup and cali-
brated. Figure 4.16 shows the arrangement of the specimen, cameras and
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lighting used for the benchtop testing. The high speed cameras (Phantom
MIRO-M310) feature 12-Bit 1280x800 pixel CMOS sensors capable of record-
ing 3,000 frames per second at full resolution. They are mounted to adjustable
tripods and placed at an angle φ from the image plane. Highest accuracy for
out of plane deformations is achieved for φ = 45◦. Scheimpflug adapters, which
tilt the lens relative to the camera body, are used to rotate the lens focal plane
to align with the desired image plane. In an ideal setup the lens plane, im-
age plane, and camera sensor plane will all intersect at a single spatial axis.
25 mm, AF Nikon NIKKOR f/2D lenses are mounted to the cameras. The
cameras are positioned, as shown in figure such that the long sensor axis with
1280 pixels is oriented along the blade span, maximizing resolution. LaVision
DaVis 8.3.0 [1] software is used for image acquisition, calibrations, and DIC
processing. The camera calibration establishes the exact positions of both
cameras relative to a coordinate system defined by a calibration plate, shown
in figure 4.17b. The calibration plate targets, located at two distinct out of
plane levels, are used to fit a modified pinhole model to each camera, which
is valid across the entire volume of focus. This calibration is used for image
dewarping and, more important, for the stereophotogrammetic reconstruction
of the three dimensional displacements.
With the calibration complete, images are acquired of the blade in the
undeformed state, as well as at various deformed states due to applied loads.
















Figure 4.17: DIC Camera arrangement, (a) MIRO M310 camera mounted
sideways to maximize blade resolution, (b) Reference image with split-plane
calibration plate
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• A mask is applied to the images, retaining only the speckle patterned
blade
• The remaining image is subdivided into interrogation windows (33×33
px) with 8 px overlap
• Two-dimensional cross correlations are computed between corresponding
interrogation windows between the undeformed and deformed reference
images
• A peak finding algorithm identifies the peak correlation value and cal-
culates the corresponding displacement with sub-pixel accuracy
• The resulting in-plane deformations from both cameras are combined us-
ing the stereo calibration to recover the three-dimensional displacements
The spatial measurement resolution of the displacement vector field is
determined by the window size and overlap. For the bench-top experiments,
with 32×32 pixel windows, 8 pixel overlap, and a calibration constant of 1.26
mm/pixel, the measurement spacing is 10 mm or ≈ 1% of the blade radius.
The LaVision documentation provides an estimate of 3D displacement vector
uncertainty. For the 32×32 interrogation window used with high dynamic
range from the LED lighting, a conservative displacement uncertainty estimate
is 0.1 pixels, or 0.13 mm, less than 0.01% rotor span.
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4.2.2.2 Linear Beam Model Fit
With the DIC system in place, tip bending and torsional loads were
applied to the reinforced blade with the same pulley and clamp system used
for the reference blade tip-slope tests. A reference blade image and images
at each deformation level were captured and DIC processing performed. The
resulting deformation vectors were imported into Matlab and processed to
extract elastic axis (assumed located at the quarter chord), flap, lag and tor-
sional deformations. The flap and lag deformations were directly interpolated
from the measured x and z displacements. The torsional deformation at a
spanwise station was calculated by fitting a linear regression to the chordwise
distributed w deformations (w(y) = β0 + β1(y− yQC). The slope of this linear
fit, β1, was then related to the twist angle as:
θ(x) ≈ arctan β1 + O(ε4) (4.7)
The approximated twist angle is accurate to order ε4, as defined in
table 2.2. The measured spanwise flap, lag, and torsion responses were then
compared to the output of the linear finite element beam model, constructed
from estimated cross sectional properties of the reinforced blade. The L2 norm
was used to formulate an objective function to quantify the error between the
measured and simulated responses as:
O(~dsim, ~dmeas) =
√
(~dsim − ~dmeas) ∗ (~dsim − ~dmeas)T (4.8)
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Here ~d may be the vectors of spanwise flap, lag or torsional deflections,
depending on the applied tip loads. The distributed blade stiffness is then split
into two components, the contribution of the root cuff and the contribution of
the uniform blade. The original computed stiffness of these sections may then
















~GJ cuff + αbladeζ ~GJ
blade (4.11)
The objective function is then minimized by varying the αcuff and
αblade stiffness terms using the Matlab function fmincon. Figures 4.18 through
4.20 show the DIC measured flap, lag and torsion in response to tip loadings.
Overlaid are the finite element model predictions after fitting the blade struc-
tural properties using the objective function and minimization routine. The
optimization routine was performed for each load case independently, then
the mean correction and precision error calculated. The bending deflection
cases show excellent agreement and smooth experimental data. The blade
torsion measurement is more sensitive to noise, as it is calculated from the
raw displacements according to equation 4.7.
The multiplicative factors, α, are shown in table 4.9. Here we see good
agreement between the predicted main-blade flap and lag bending stiffness and
measurements, while the blade torsional stiffness is significantly over-predicted
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Figure 4.18: DIC measured blade flap-bending deflections at several tip load-
ings with computational model fits and uncertainty bounds
Figure 4.19: DIC measured blade lag-bending deflections at several tip loadings
with computational model fits and uncertainty bounds
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Figure 4.20: DIC measured blade torsional deflections at several tip loadings
with computational model fits and uncertainty bounds
Table 4.9: Cuff and blade stiffness scaling factors
αcuff αblade
Flap (αη) 0.46± 0.08 1.02± 0.04
Lag (αξ) 0.066± 0.004 1.03± 0.02
Torsion (αζ) 0.043± 0.003 0.024± 0.008
as explained in §4.2.1. The measured cuff flap stiffness was approximately one
half the calculated value, while cuff the lag and torsional stiffnesses were over
predicted by a factor of approximately 20. This over prediction is unsurprising
given the proximity of the cuff to the beam fixed boundary, as well as the
non-ideal cantilever root condition introduced by the bladegrip. Figure 4.21
plots the distributed blade properties as a function of span after applying the
measured corrections.
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While the static characterization techniques are able to measure and
adjust the blade elastic properties, dynamic characterization provides an as-
sessment of the coupled mass and stiffness properties. The dynamic properties
of the reinforced blade are measured using a combination of high speed DIC
and operational modal analysis techniques. Two tests were performed. In the
first, the stationary blade is excited with white noise input from an electrome-
chanical shaker, while the second set of tests were performed on a rotating
blade with transient gust excitation.
4.3.1 Modal Analysis Techniques
Two modal analysis techniques were used to characterize the blade
structural properties, the Ibrahim Time Domain (ITD) technique, and the
Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA). Both methods work by estimating
the discrete state space system representation of the signals under test. The
discrete state space system representation is derived, starting from a second
order, continuous time structural dynamic system as:





























The equations are then rewritten as:
~̇x(t) = Ac~x(t) +Bc~u(t) (4.15)
~y(t) = Cc~x(t) (4.16)
These are the linear, time invariant state space equations in continuous
time form with no feedback control. Matrix Ac is square and referred to as the
continuous time state transition matrix, Bc is the continuous time input matrix
and Cc the continuous time output matrix. In performing modal analysis on
digitized data, sampled with period T , the discrete time formulation of these
equations is required:
~x(k + 1) = A~x(k) +B~u(k) (4.17)
~y(k) = C~x(k) (4.18)
x(k) ∈ IRn (4.19)
A = eAcT (4.20)
The eigenvalues of the discrete state transition matrix, λi are related















Here ∆T is the discrete time step between times k and k + 1.
4.3.1.1 Ibrahim Time Domain
The Ibrahim Time Domain (ITD) [44] technique estimates the discrete
state transition matrix through a least squares matrix inversion. The inputs to
the ITD technique are the free responses of the system signals to an impulse.
These discrete time free responses, Yi(tj), referred to as Markov parameters,
may be obtained from traditional modal testing where the input forcing as well
as the output are measured, or from operational modal analysis techniques.













These two matrices have dimension 2m × n where m is the number
of channels Yi, and n is the number of time instants tj with the constraint
n ≥ 2m. The rows of Φ and Φ̂ are separated by a time step ∆t which is chosen
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by the analyst. The discrete state transition matrix is then estimated from Φ
and Φ̂ as:
















Equation 4.27 is an average of two least squares solutions, designed to
remove bias errors in the eigenvalues of A [43]. The system natural frequencies
and damping ratios are calculated as derived in equation 4.3.1 and the eigen-
vectors of A are the corresponding mode shapes. The state transition matrix
A has rank equal to the number of channels, m, generally higher than the
number of true modes in the system. The additional modes contain system
noise and are discarded by considering several heuristics. The restriction that
the number of time steps n be greater than twice the number of measurement
channels is troublesome when applied to DIC measurements which may con-
tain thousands of spatial measurements. With a limited number of time steps
available, spatial data must be discarded to satisfy the constraint. The large
number of channels also results in many spurious noise modes to discard as
the number of modes returned is equal to 2m.
4.3.1.2 Eigensystem Realization Algorithm
The Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) [52] overcomes these
limitations through the use of the singular value decomposition (SVD). Where
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the ITD estimates the state transition matrix A, the ERA estimates a complete
system realization of A, as well as the input matrix B and output matrix C.
The technique begins with Markov Parameters Yi(k) assembled into a block
Hankel matrix:
Hrs(k − 1) =

Yi(k) Yi(k + 1) . . . Yi(k + s− 1)





Yi(k + r − 1) Yi(k + 2) . . . Yi(k + s+ r − 2)
 (4.28)
Here r and s are arbitrary integers and the resulting dimension of Hrs
is mr×s. There is no restriction on the ratio of time steps to channels as with
the ITD. Introducing the SVD of Hrs as:
Hrs(k − 1) = RΣQT (4.29)
The diagonal matrix Σ contains the singular values of Hrs(k−1), which
may be used to limit the rank of the identified system by discarding small
singular values. This limits the number of noise modes to discard after the
analysis is completed. A rule of thumb is to keep at least four times the number
of expected modes as singular values. The state space system realization is
then calculated using the first n singular values of the SVD along with Hrs(k),




B = Σ1/2QTEr (4.31)
C = ETmRΣ
1/2 (4.32)
Where Er and Em are block selection matrices for extracting the values
of B and C. The natural frequencies and damping ratios are calculated as
defined in §4.3.1, while the mode shapes at the measurement locations are
recovered from the combination of the observer matrix C and the eigenvectors
of A as:
Ψ = CΨA (4.33)
4.3.1.3 Natural Excitation Technique
In traditional modal testing the Markov parameters used in the ITD
and ERA are generated by calculating the impulse response functions of the
system using the input forcing. If the input forcing is unknown other methods
for estimated Markov parameters must be used. The Natural Excitation Tech-
nique (NExT) [46] estimates Markov parameters for a system under ambient




yref (t)yi(t+ τ)dτ (4.34)
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In practice the cross-correlations are determined by calculating the
cross-spectral densities at all measurement locations with a single reference
location, and then taking the inverse Fourier transform. In calculating the
cross-spectral densities ensemble averaging may be employed to reduce mea-
surement noise. The output of the NExT analysis is then used as an input to
either ITD or ERA.
4.3.1.4 Eliminating Noise Modes
In both the ITD and ERA techniques the system realization includes
both the desired structural modes as well as spurious noise modes. Separating
the structural and noise modes requires the input of an experienced analysts
along with several empirical indicators of modal quality. For a structural dy-
namic system, the first criteria considered is the modal damping ratio. Modes
with negative damping are unphysical and discarded. In cases where struc-
tural damping is known to be low, modes with large damping ratios may also
be discarded as unphysical.
This process is repeated for multiple realizations of the system. For
ITD multiple realizations are achieved by varying the channels under consid-
eration or the time step, ∆t. For ERA multiple realizations are achieved by
varying the number of singular values retained during the decomposition. The







Here the qi and qj are mode shapes from two different system real-
izations, and ( )∗ the conjugate transpose. The MAC varies from one for
identical mode shapes to zero. Generally MAC values greater than 0.95 in-
dicate repeatedly identified modes. The results for the different realizations
are used to create a stabilization diagram, shown for multiple ERA singular
values in figure 4.22. The x-axis is the frequency range and the y-axis covers
the repeated realizations. Markers are placed at the identified modal frequen-
cies and are colored by their mean MAC value. Accepted modes are plotted
as x’s with spurious noise modes as o’s. The identified modes form columns
on the stabilization diagram, which generally occur near peaks in the under-
lying Markov parameter spectral density, shown in gray. These stabilization
diagrams provide a visual tool for assessing the quality of identified modes.
4.3.2 Dynamic DIC Shaker Test
Using the camera and lighting setup as described in §4.2.2.1 the vibra-
tion response of the reinforced rotor blade was measured using DIC. Figure
4.23 shows a diagram of the instrumentation and hardware used for the test.
A LabView VI and NI PCIe-6351 DAQ card are used to generate an arbitrary
waveform output signal. That signal is amplified (AE Techron LV 3620) and
sent to an electrodynamic shaker (LDS V201). The shaker is connected via
a slender sting to a bridge-based load cell (Omega LCMFD-20N) as shown in
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Figure 4.22: Stabilization diagram for out-of-plane displacements overlaid on
Markov parameter power spectrum, x’s are accepted modes
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figure 4.24. The load cell is attached to a stud, bonded to the blade trailing
edge ≈ 8 in from the blade root, and it’s output sent through a Vishay 2120A
signal conditioner before being digitized by the DAQ card. The DAQ analog
input signal and start trigger are shared with the camera timing and synchro-
nization box for the LaVision imaging system. This allows for synchronized
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Figure 4.23: Diagram of shaker test setup showing synchronization between
NI and LaVision hardware
A series of uniform, random white noise signal, band-limited from 0-
300Hz with peak to peak forcing of ±20N, was applied to the blade. Two
seconds of images and force measurements were taken, sampled at 2 kHz. The






Figure 4.24: Electrodynamic shaker with sting attachment to load cell and
blade
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the static tests. The post-processed images were then imported into Matlab for
modal analysis. The NExT technique was used to generate the system Markov
parameters given the white noise forcing. Figure 4.25a shows a subset of the
raw beam displacement measurements, while figure 4.25b shows the output of
the NExT technique with 500 sample ensemble averages. The NExT Markov
parameters demonstrate the expected damped sinusoidal behavior associated
with a free response.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.25: Natural Excitation Technique signals, (a) Raw blade displace-
ments, (b) Output Markov parameters from cross-correlations
The ERA was run on the full-field displacements (1374 spatially dis-
tributed measurements), retaining between 12 and 24 singular values. The
block rows were chosen equal to the number of singular values, and the num-
ber of block columns equal to three times the the number of rows. Two of
the identified raw mode shapes are shown in figures 4.26a and 4.26c. The
two-dimensional mode shapes are then projected onto flap, lag and torsional
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displacements along the blade quarter chord. The resulting mode shapes,
shown in figures 4.26b and 4.26d demonstrate uncoupled behavior, with one
dominant displacement. The extracted modes are identified as the first flap
and torsion modes respectively. Table 4.10 shows the natural frequencies and
damping ratios of the four identified modes.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.26: ERA extracted mode shapes projected to quarter chord, (a)Raw
1st flap, (b)Projected 1st flap, (c)Raw 1st torsion, (d)Projected 1st torsion
The results are overlaid on the natural frequencies calculated using the
nonlinear beam code with the calibrated blade properties from §4.2.2.2 in fig-
ure 4.27. Excellent agreement is shown with all four extracted frequencies.
The primary components of the measured and computed mode shapes are
compared in figure 4.28. The two flap-bending mode shapes are nearly iden-
tical, while the measured lag-bending mode shape exhibits a large amount of
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Table 4.10: Shaker test identified modal frequencies and damping ratios
ωn [Hz] ζ
1st Flap 16.25± 0.22 0.066± 0.017
1st Lag 65.0± 1.0 0.016± 0.013
2nd Flap 92.09± 0.59 0.014± 0.008
1st Torsion 159.7± 1.1 0.050± 0.020
root compliance. This results in a measured mode shape with characteristics
similar to rigid body rotation about the blade root. There is good agreement
in the shape of the torsion modes, although the measured mode shape is noisy
in comparison with the bending modes. This is similar to the results from
the static testing where the derived nature of the twist deflection introduced
noise.
4.3.3 Rotating Frame Modal Extraction
As shown in figure 4.27 the modal characteristics of the blade are in-
fluenced by the rotational velocity through inertial and aerodynamic effects.
In order to characterize these effects DIC was performed on a spinning rotor
blade. The two high-speed cameras are located approximately ten feet below
the rotor plane, angled at 45◦, with 50 mm, Nikon NIKKOR f/1.8D lenses.
Figure 4.30b shows the calibration setup, with a 1 x 0.8m single level calibra-
tion plate (Type A 1000). The field of view is limited to one quarter of the
rotor disk. This results in an incomplete time history which disallows the use
of the NExT and ERA analysis from the non-rotating experiment.
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Figure 4.27: Fanplot of nonlinear beam code natural frequencies with non-
rotating frequencies measured using NExT ERA
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Figure 4.28: Mode shapes extracted using NExT ERA of DIC images with
nonlinear beam code predictions
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Figure 4.29: Calibration setup for rotating DIC testing
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Instead, a formulation of the ITD proposed by Rizo-Patron [93] is used.
The experimental setup is shown in figures 4.30a and 4.30b. In order to mea-
sure the system Markov parameters directly, an air excitation source is placed
beneath the rotor plane at approximately 3/4R. The air jet induces a gust
response which is then measured by the DIC setup over the next quarter rev-
olution. The test stand optical encoder is used to generate a camera sampling
clock with fixed, 11.25◦ azimuthal spacing and data is collected over 100 revo-
lutions. In populating the matrices used for the ITD analysis (equations 4.24
and 4.25) ~Y (tj) is a vector of flap displacement at revolution j, while ∆t is
chosen within a single quarter revolution. This is in contrast to traditional
ITD, where a single impulse response is sampled for both the tj and ∆t terms.
Reference images are captured at each azimuthal location with no gust
excitation and the relative blade displacements calculated using the DaVis
software. Figure 4.31 shows the raw DIC displacements along with uniform
interpolation grids used to transform the measurements to a blade-fixed co-
ordinate system. The ITD is formulated using 25 spanwise points at a single
chord location resulting in a 4:1 ratio of spatial to time samples. By varying
the chordwise location, and the initial time step of the sampled displacements,
the ITD technique is performed several times for each dataset. The repeated
results are then compared, and the consistently identified modes retained.
Data was measured for a single-bladed, counter-balanced rotor with
zero collective pitch at 300 and 600 RPM. The first flapping mode was success-













Figure 4.30: Air excitation DIC experiment, (a) Diagram of excitation, cam-









Figure 4.31: Raw flap displacements with uniform interpolation grids
first flap frequency, νβ (normalized by rotational frequency), and damping ra-
tio, ζ, to computational results. The damping ratio is estimated from the















Here γ is the Lock number and superscripts ∗ indicates a derivative with
respect to azimuth angle. The results are summarized in table 4.11. There is
excellent agreement between the identified and predicted modal natural fre-
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quencies, and the predicted damping ratios fall within the uncertainty bounds
of the measured values. In contrast to the non-rotating mode shapes, the iden-
tified rotating mode shapes, shown in figure 4.33, contain significant noise and
uncertainty. Longer time samples and increased excitation amplitude could
improve the signal to noise ratio, possibly allowing for the identification of
higher frequency modes.
The results compare favorably with the previous work done by Rizo-
Patron and Sirohi [93]. While the current study was only able to identify one,
as opposed to three flapping modes, unlike in the previous work, the aerody-
namic damping was successfully extracted. The difference is likely due to a
modification of the sampling technique used. In the current study eight images
were captured each revolution, separated by the inter-sample azimuth angle of
11.25◦. The sampling technique in [93] captured one image-per-revolution at
a single sampling azimuth, taking 1000s of images in a single data-set. Then
the sampling azimuth was incremented by ∆t and another set of images cap-
tured. The resulting ITD analysis was constructed using these images that
were properly separated in azimuth angle, but not in time as the images were
taken during different captures. This sampling technique did not properly ac-
count for natural revolution to revolution unsteadiness in the deformations,
likely disrupting the observation of consistently decaying modal amplitudes
necessary for damping ratio identification. By sampling all azimuthal loca-
tions during a single revolution the deformation unsteadiness is captured and
the damping ratio extracted.
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Table 4.11: Rotating ITD and predicted natural frequencies and damping
ratios
νβ [1/rev] ζ
300 RPM Measured 3.52± 0.10 0.110± 0.046
300 RPM Predicted 3.51 0.107
600 RPM Measured 2.08± 0.08 0.218± 0.071
600 RPM Predicted 2.07 0.181
The correct identification of the aerodynamic damping is an important
step toward fully characterizing the dynamics of a rotating blade. Accurate
damping measurements would be especially useful when applied to rotors with
marginal stability, such as the extremely flexible rotor systems examined by
Sicard and Sirohi [104]. Increasing the number of revolutions captured and
the corresponding ITD matrix sizes would likely lead to increased accuracy
of the identified mode shapes, although camera memory becomes an issue.
Alternatively additional cameras could be used to capture the complete blade
deformation time history around the rotor disk. This would and allow for
the use alternative OMA techniques such as NExT ERA which provide more
flexibility in the identification process.
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Three rounds of hover testing were performed, as summarized in table
5.1. The first two tests were performed using the reference rotor blades and
incomplete instrumentation, while the final test featured complete instrumen-
tation and the reinforced blades used in the wind tunnel experiments. The
results presented from the first two tests are combined to compare coaxial and
isolated rotor steady performance and loads in §5.2. The interference effects
are quantified and compared to the BEMT and FVM models. Complemen-
tary results from the third round of testing include collective measurements
in §5.2.6, as well as vibratory loads from upper-lower rotor interaction in §5.3.
All tests were performed at the University of Texas Rotor Test Facility, shown
in figure 5.1. The lower rotor plane is more than two diameters above the
ground, and the stand is located in the middle of the 50× 33× 60ft tall room
to minimize recirculation effects.
Portions of this chapter were previously published as ”Performance of a mach-scale
coaxial counter-rotating rotor in hover” [22] in the AIAA Journal of Aircraft. All writing
and figures included in this chapter are the original work of the author, incorporating free












Figure 5.1: Dimensions (m) of rotor system on hover tower
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5.1 Experimental Procedure
In the first set of tests, data for each rotor configuration was acquired
at five blade loadings. At each test condition 100 revolutions of data were
captured and phase averaged. Typical plots of phase averaged thrust and
push rod loads for the lower coaxial rotor are shown in Figure 5.2 at a tip
speed of 190 m/s and CT/σ = 0.089. In processing the performance data the
mean of each revolution is treated as a statistically independent sample. The
mean and standard deviation of each of these 100 independent samples are
then used to calculate the mean value and precision uncertainty of quantities
at that test condition. For this first test, multiple runs were performed at each
desired blade loading of the coaxial rotor, varying the torque balance between
the upper and lower rotors. Torque balance τ is defined as the difference
between upper and lower rotor torque normalized by total system torque as





Data was taken as near to torque balanced as possible, which was found
to occur at nearly equal upper and lower collectives. The torque balance
was very sensitive to collective, with changes of approximately 0.25 degrees
collective resulting in up to a 10% change in torque balance. Due to this
sensitivity, additional data was taken with small torque imbalances between




Figure 5.2: Phase averaged data over one rotor revolution (Tip speed = 190
m/s and CT/σ = 0.089) (a) Lower rotor thrust (FZL), (b) push rod force (FPR)
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nearly torque balanced data, were then used to generate linear fits in order to
interpolate the exactly torque balanced condition, as well as ±5% unbalanced
conditions. An example of raw CT data with overlaid linear fits is shown in
Figure 5.3.
 −0.1 −0.05     0  0.05   0.1  0.15

















Figure 5.3: Coaxial rotor thrust vs. torque balance τ with linear fits for
estimating thrust at exactly torque balanced condition
For the second set of tests, the availability of servo-actuated swashplate
controls simplified the trimming and data processing procedure. At each test
condition, an upper rotor collective pitch was set and the lower rotor collective
pitch adjusted until the system was as close to torque balanced as possible.
Post-processing the second test data consisted of checking torque balance val-
ues and discarding any points with τ > 0.03. As no push rod forces were
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recorded during this second set of tests, quartic polynomials were fit to the
mean push rod forces from the first set of tests; these were used to compensate
the thrust loads in the second set of tests. The measured load cell forces are
a combination of the desired hub forces and the pushrod loads as described
in section 3.2.3. The measured push rod forces, along with the polynomial
fits and uncertainties used to compensate the second set of thrust data are
presented in Figure 5.4. The interpolated push rod force is multiplied by the
number of pushrods and subtracted from the measured thrust value. For the
upper rotor, the push rod forces are multiplied by an additional factor to
account for the pitch link geometry.
Figure 5.4: Measured push rod load vs rotor thrust including polynomial fits
with 95% confidence intervals
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The final round of testing with the reinforced blades, included the com-
plete control and instrumentation system described in chapter 3. The test
procedure was similar to that for the second round of testing. The upper rotor
collective was fixed and the lower rotor adjusted to torque balance. These tests
were performed for comparison of the reinforced to reference blades, and to
measure root pitch angles and pushrod forces using the additional instrumen-
tation. The measurement of pushrod forces allows for analysis of the vibratory
hub loads for these tests.
In all test cases the azimuthal encoder is used to project forces from
the rotating load cell frame to the fixed frame coordinate system as shown in
figure 5.5. The fixed frame coordinate system is oriented with X positive over
the rotorcraft tail, Y positive to the right, and Z positive upward.
5.2 Performance and Steady Loads
The performance of the rotor system concentrates on the relationship
between rotor thrust and power. In §5.2.1 - 5.2.3 the effects of tip speed, test
setup, and torque balance on thrust and power are examined. Statistical anal-
ysis using momentum theory model fits and the Student’s-t test justify the
compilation of data from several different test runs. Coaxial and isolated con-
figurations of the rotor system are compared using the same method in §5.2.4,
while the individual upper and lower coaxial rotor performance is investigated
in §5.2.5. Finally the effects of rotor configuration on collective pitch control
response are presented in §5.2.6.,
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Figure 5.5: Rotating frame load cell coordinate system (red) and fixed frame
coordinate system (blue)
5.2.1 Tip speed effect
During the first set of tests, data was collected at two different tip
speeds, 153 and 190 m/s, corresponding to blade chord-based Reynolds num-
bers of 5.8× 105 and 7.4× 105 at the 3/4 span location. In order to compare
the performance of the rotor systems, an analytical model derived from mo-
mentum theory, shown in equation (5.2), was fit to the measured data using
a linear least-squares regression. In this Reynolds number regime, it is impor-
tant to check for the impact of tip speed on the performance characteristics of
the rotor, especially as related to the profile power, as the airfoil Cd is sensitive
to the Reynolds number. The coaxial rotor system performance data at both
tip speeds is plotted in Figure 5.6 and the induced power coefficient and profile
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power are given in table 5.3 along with 95% confidence intervals. There is no
statistical difference in induced power or profile power of the rotor system at
the two tip speeds (p =0.349 and p = 0.387 respectively). These p-values,
calculated using the Student’s-t test, represent the probability of the observed
data given the null hypothesis that both rotors perform identically. Small p-
values, generally less than 0.05, indicate that the null hypothesis is unlikely
and there may be a performance difference between two rotor systems. With













5.2.2 Different test setups
As previously described, a second set of tests were performed six months
after the first set. In between tests, the rotor system was completely disman-
tled and reassembled with a new pitch control system. The two sets of test
data were compared by the same methods used to compare the effect of tip
speed; the results are shown in Figure 5.7 and table 5.3. The second set of tests
was performed at lower blade loadings; as such, the extrapolated momentum
theory model shows greater disagreement with the first set of tests at higher
blade loadings. However, as in the case of the different tip speeds, there was
no statistically significant difference in induced power or profile power between
tests 1 and 2 (p= 0.167 and p = 0.325 respectively). This indicates good re-
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of coaxial rotor performance data between 153 and
190 m/s tip speeds
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peatability in the performance measurements, even separated by six months
and with completely different pitch control systems.
Figure 5.7: Comparison of coaxial rotor performance data from Test 1 and
Test 2 conducted six months apart
5.2.3 Effect of torque balance
The same linear fits used to interpolate an exactly torque balanced
condition in the test 1 data were also used to interpolate the performance of the
rotor system with torque unbalances of τ = ±0.05. This data is plotted along
with the torque balanced data in figure 5.8. Note that due to the nature of the
linear fits, there is increased uncertainty in the unbalanced performance curves.
However, there is no statistically significant difference in rotor performance
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between the three conditions. This result is in agreement with the momentum
theory derivations by Leishman and Syal [65]. They showed a negligible change
in system induced power coefficient (less than 0.1%) between torque balanced
and thrust balanced rotor systems. Further measurements targeting various
torque balance conditions could reduce the uncertainty of the unbalanced data
as well as reveal trends in performance at higher imbalance ratios, however,
the typical operating condition for a helicopter with a CCR rotor system is
with the torque balanced, i.e., yaw trim condition.
Figure 5.8: Effect of torque balance on coaxial rotor hover performance
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5.2.4 Coaxial and Isolated Rotor System Performance
First, both isolated rotor configurations were processed and the thrust
versus power curves compared to the FVM predictions (Figure 5.9). The
experimental data is plotted with 95% confidence intervals based on the com-
bination of the observed measurement precision and the load cell bias er-
ror. This data was used to verify the VR-12 lift and drag polars used in the
FVM simulations. Good agreement is seen without any additional modifica-
tion to the lookup tables calculated in Fluent. The FVM simulations appear
to slightly under-predict the measured power requirements for both the two
and four-bladed isolated rotors at higher thrust levels while falling within the
uncertainty bounds. The BEMT model is accurate at lower thrusts, but under-
predicts power at high CT by a larger margin than for the FVM calculations.
In Figure 5.10, the FVM and BEMT predictions are compared to the mea-
sured performance of the two-bladed coaxial rotor. It is clear that the FVM
model is able to achieve good correlation to the experimental results across all
investigated thrust values, while the BEMT underpredicts power at low and
high thrust. This indicates an issue with the induced power, and therefore
inflow calculated by the BEMT.
To compare the isolated rotor systems to the coaxial system, thrust
vs. power is plotted normalized by rotor solidity in Figures 5.11a and 5.11b.
Plotted with the experimental data are analytical momentum theory fits with
shaded 95% confidence intervals; the coefficients of which are listed in table
5.3. Figure 5.11a shows the two-bladed single rotor consuming significantly
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Figure 5.9: Mean thrust vs. power, measurements with FVM and BEMT
predictions of single rotor configurations
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Figure 5.10: Mean thrust vs. power, measurement and FVM and BEMT
prediction of the two-bladed coaxial rotor system
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less power on a per blade basis than the coaxial rotor system at higher thrust
values. This is due to the reduced solidity of the two-bladed isolated rotor
affecting the per-blade induced power as seen in the factor of
√
σ multiplying
the induced power term in equation (5.2). The two-bladed isolated rotor may
consume less power per blade at a given blade loading but has an overall thrust
capacity of approximately half the coaxial rotor system. A better comparison
is between systems that are geometrically identical in blade planform and
solidity, differing only in rotor configuration. This is shown in Figure 5.11b
where the coaxial rotor system is compared to the isolated four-bladed rotor.
Here the two systems appear similar, with the coaxial rotor consuming slightly
less power at higher blade loadings. This result is significant, as the coaxial
rotor consumes less power than the isolated rotor, even before additional power
savings from the lack of tail rotor are accounted for. This advantage in hover
efficiency makes the coaxial rotor system attractive, even at low flight speeds.
Table 5.4 shows the induced power coefficients and profile powers of
the rotor systems with 95% confidence intervals calculated from the regression.
The four-bladed isolated rotor and the two-bladed coaxial system, having equal
solidity, show no statistical difference in profile power, while the difference in
the induced power coefficient is significant with p = 3.5× 10−4. The induced
power coefficient of the two-bladed isolated rotor is slightly higher than that
of the four-bladed rotor, however the difference is not statistically significant.
Additionally the two-bladed isolated rotor exhibits approximately one-half the




Figure 5.11: Comparison of 2-bladed coaxial rotor performance to, (a) 2-bladed
single rotor, (b) 4-bladed single rotor
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expected from BEMT.
The ratio of the two-bladed coaxial induced power coefficient to that
of the four-bladed rotor system, referred to by Ramasamy [89] as a separa-
tion coefficient, κsep, is 0.942± 0.022 for the current rotors. This means that
the coaxial rotor system consumes 6% less induced power than the equivalent
isolated rotor system. This result is in agreement with the conclusions drawn
from the reexamination of the momentum theory model of Leishman and Syal,
described in §2.1.1.2. These measurements also validate computational results
reported by Kim and Brown [55] for the Harrington coaxial rotor and a no-
tional equivalent four-bladed isolated rotor. Similar experimental results were
obtained by Nagashima et al. [75] who found that a coaxial rotor system con-
sumed up to 6% less power than the equivalent solidity single rotor as well
as by Ramasamy [89] who showed a 10% decrease in induced power for an
equivalent solidity coaxial rotor.
The FVM model is used to further explore the components of the rotor
system power (Figure 5.12). Here, there is a clear difference in induced power
between the two-bladed isolated rotor and both the four-bladed isolated and
two-bladed coaxial rotor. Indeed, the agreement between the rotor systems
of equivalent solidity suggests that the difference in per-blade power with the
two-bladed rotor system is simply due to a solidity effect. Note also that
the predicted profile power remains nearly constant across all test conditions.
This is important as it validates the useage of the momentum theory model in




Figure 5.12: Power breakdown of 2-bladed coaxial, 2-bladed single, and 4-
bladed single rotor systems calculated using the FVM
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5.2.5 Upper and Lower Coaxial Rotor Performance
Considering upper and lower rotor hub load data separately, the in-
teractional effect on the performance of the upper and lower coaxial rotors
are investigated by comparing each with an isolated two-bladed single rotor of
equivalent solidity and planform. Figure 5.13 compares the performance of the
upper and lower rotors with the data measured from the isolated two-bladed
rotor. The upper and lower rotor performances are greatly impacted due to
aerodynamic interaction resulting in increased power consumption. This be-
havior is well captured by the FVM model. The BEMT model, shown in
figure 5.14 provides a fairly accurate prediction of lower rotor power, with the
prediction falling within the upper uncertainty bounds of the experimental
results. On the other hand, the interference effect on the upper rotor is not
captured at all, with coaxial upper and isolated two-bladed results coinciding.
This result is expected, as the model derivation included no allowance for the
lower rotor to interact with the upper.
The same analytical model used to fit overall rotor system performance
is used for the individual rotors as shown in Figure 5.15 as well as in table 5.4.
A quantitative measurement of the interference effect is obtained by taking
the ratio of the individual coaxial rotor induced power factors to that of the
isolated two-bladed rotor system. This quantity, referred to as the rotor on
rotor influence factor by Ramasamy [89], is found to be κU = 1.178 ± 0.035
and κL = 1.490 ± 0.030 for the upper and lower rotors respectively. The
lower rotor suffers the greater performance impact with 49% increased induced
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power compared to an isolated two-bladed single rotor, while the upper rotor
only shows 18% increase. The mean power increase of the system (33.4%)
falls between momentum theory estimates of induced power interference factor
given by Leishman and Syal [65] as κint = 1.414 for co-planar rotors and
κint = 1.2818 for a lower rotor operating in the fully-developed slipstream of
the upper rotor.
Figure 5.13: Performance comparison of two-bladed isolated rotor to upper
and lower coaxial rotors with FVM predictions
The relationship between upper and lower rotor thrust in the torque
balanced condition is explored further in Figure 5.16a. Here the thrusts are
seen to follow linear trends of different slopes with increasing system thrust.
Predictions from the FVM are overlaid and show excellent agreement with
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Figure 5.14: Performance comparison of two-bladed isolated rotor to upper
and lower coaxial rotors with BEMT predictions
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Figure 5.15: Performance comparison of two-bladed isolated rotor to upper
and lower coaxial rotors with analytical fit
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the experimental data. The BEMT predictions are poor, overpredicting upper
rotor thrust while underpredicting lower rotor thrust. Figure 5.16b shows the
ratio of upper rotor to total system thrust at both the balanced and unbalanced
conditions. In the balanced configuration, the ratio is nearly constant with
the upper rotor producing 53.8 ± 2.0% of the total thrust. This result is
consistent with the analysis performed on the Harrington rotor data by Kim
and Brown [55], the experimental and analytical results of Nagashima et al. [75]
and with the experimental work of Ramasamy [88]. While the uncertainty in
the torque unbalanced conditions is significant, the mean thrust ratios are
calculated as 49.4 ± 6.4% and 58.1 ± 4.4% for the τ = 0.05 and τ = −0.05
cases. Note that the -5% torque unbalance case nearly achieves an equal thrust
condition for the upper and lower rotors.
The computations from the FVM and BEMT also give an estimate of
the radial variation of rotor inflow and thrust production as shown in Figure
5.17. The inflow ratio, shown in figure 5.17a, is underpredicted for the upper
rotor by the BEMT when compared to the FVM, while the opposite is true
for the lower rotor. Additionally, with no allowance for viscous diffusion in the
wake, the BEMT lower rotor predictions demonstrate a large discontinuity in
the inflow velocity at the edge of the upper rotor wake. The allowance for
vortex diffusion in the FVM model dissipates this discontinuity by the time
the upper rotor wake reaches the lower rotor. Note that the BEMT model
has a prescribed converged upper wake radius of 0.85R at the lower rotor




Figure 5.16: Thrust sharing between upper and lower coaxial rotors, (a)
Torque balanced upper and lower rotor thrust vs. total thrust, (b) Ratio
of upper to total thrust vs. torqe balance
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The BEMT upper rotor thrust is greater than the FVM thrust at all radial
stations, with the greatest differences occurring near the rotor tip and mid-
span. The large discontinuity in the inflow manifests itself in the lower rotor
thrust distribution. The result is thrust production concentrating outside of
the upper rotor slipstream.
The coaxial rotor FVM results are next compared to those of the iso-
lated, four-bladed rotor. In Figure 5.18a the inflow ratio λ is plotted against
radial location for both the four-bladed isolated rotor as well as the upper and
lower coaxial rotors. There is a significant increase in lower rotor inflow due
to the upper rotor wake, and upper and lower rotor inflow conditions straddle
the four-bladed isolated rotor inflow, especially further from the blade root.
This phenomenon, with the four-bladed rotor distribution falling between the
upper and lower rotor distributions, is seen again in Figure 5.18b, where the
blade thrust distribution is plotted against the radial location. These results
agree with the findings of Kim and Brown for the Harrington rotor system [54].
Overall, aerodynamic interference effects cause the increase in upper and lower
rotor induced power consumption when compared to the isolated two-bladed
rotor, and when averaged result in a total system performance similar to the
isolated four-bladed rotor.
5.2.6 Collective Response
The third round of testing included the complete rotor system instru-




Figure 5.17: Radial variation of coaxial rotor performance, comparison be-




Figure 5.18: Radial variation of rotor performance, four-bladed isolated and
two-bladed coaxial rotors (CT/σ = 0.084), (a) Inflow ratio, (b) Thrust
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1200 and 1500 RPM. Table 5.5 summarizes the measured induced power factors
and profile power constants for the reinforced blades. The reinforced blades ex-
hibit slightly lower induced power coefficients than the reference blades tested,
likely due to the extension of the datasets to lower thrusts. The profile power
coefficients agree with those of the reference blades to within the measurement
uncertainty. Additionally the interference factors, κint = 1.19 ± 0.08 for the
upper and κint = 1.155± 0.18 agree with those for the reference rotors.
Using the root pitch angle sensors, the interference effect on rotor con-
trol angles is explored in figures 5.19a and 5.19b. Figure 5.19a shows blade
loading varying with collective. At low collective values the isolated lower ro-
tor thrust is notably higher than the isolated upper rotor, however at higher
collectives the two curves coincide. The upper and lower rotors of the coaxial
system coincide with the upper isolated rotor at low collective values where
the interference effect is smallest. As the collective increases the thrust from
both the lower and upper rotors falls off from the isolated cases, with a more
prominent decrease in the lower rotor thrust. The slope of a linear regression
of thrust vs. collective angle measures the sensitivity of thrust to collective.
The thrust sensitivities for all four rotors are listed in table 5.6. The lower
rotor collective sensitivity decreases by 21±6% while the upper rotor collective
sensitivity decreases by only 11±5%. Figure 5.19b shows the variation of rotor
system power with collective. Here the differences between the isolated and
coaxial cases is much smaller. The most important trend is the slightly in-
creased lower coaxial rotor collective for a given power level when compared to
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both the upper coaxial rotor, as well as isolated upper and lower rotors. This
difference results in a positive differential collective between the lower and
upper rotors when the system is torque balanced, and is due to the decrease
in angle of attack as the upper rotor wake impinges on the lower rotor. The
mean differential collective between lower and upper coaxial rotors for the test
cases shown is 0.32±0.095◦. This result is much smaller than the differential
collective predicted by BEMT 1.28±0.13◦.
5.3 Vibratory Loads
Vibratory loads in hover are, in general, much lower than in forward
flight, however the aerodynamic interaction between upper and lower coaxial
rotors does introduce vibration when compared to isolated rotors. Figure 5.20
shows the first four hub load even harmonics for the isolated lower and upper,
as well as coaxial upper and lower rotors in hover. All six components are
shown, with forces normalized by the steady rotor thrust and the moments
normalized by the steady thrust times the rotor radius. These normalized
vibratory forces are, in most cases, less than 5% of rotor thrust, while the
normalized moments are generally less than 1%. In all force components and
configurations there is a significant two-per-revolution component associated
with the two-bladed rotor interaction with the faired transmission assembly.
For the coaxial configuration there is a significant increase the in four-per-
revolution thrust due to aerodynamic interference at the four upper-lower ro-




Figure 5.19: Hover performance vs. collective angle (a) Blade loading (b)
Power
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the downwash from the upper rotor where the normalized four-per-revolution
thrust approaches 10% of the steady thrust. The effect of the lower rotor on
the upper rotor is much smaller, with the vibratory four-per-revolution thrust
remaining below 5%.
Figure 5.20: Isolated and coaxial upper and lower rotor vibratory hub load
amplitudes in hover, (θ0 = 8
◦)
An example of the lower rotor azimuthal thrust variation is shown in
figure 5.21. The dominant four-per-revolution component is apparent with
thrust peaks occuring near the upper-lower rotor blade crossings, marked by
vertical dashed lines. In addition to the initial, larger peaks in thrust, sec-
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ondary peaks occur approximately 30◦ delayed. This indicates that there is
more than one mechanism generating the unsteadiness. Lakshminarayanan
and Baeder [60] suggest a combination of blade bound-vortex interaction and
a Venturi effect from the displacement thickness of the blades. While the
bound vortex interaction may be captured by a lifting-line based code, a full










Figure 5.21: Azimuthal variation of isolated and coaxial rotor thrust in hover,







































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5.3: Comparison between tests: momentum theory fits to measured
rotor system performance, including 95% confidence intervals
Rotor system Induced power coefficient κ Profile power CP0 × 104
Test 1 (ΩR= 150 m/s) 1.320± 0.034 1.511 ± 0.105
Test 1 (ΩR = 190 m/s) 1.330 ± 0.041 1.514± 0.132
Test 2 1.281 ± 0.077 1.585 ± 0.177
Table 5.4: Reference blade rotor systems: momentum theory fits to measured
rotor system performance, with 95% confidence intervals
Rotor system Induced power coeff. κ Profile power CP0 × 104
Two-bladed isolated 1.419± 0.022 0.793 ± 0.028
Four-bladed isolated 1.406 ± 0.021 1.506± 0.087
Two-bladed coax 1.325 ± 0.023 1.513 ± 0.074
Two-bladed coax upper 1.672 ± 0.044 0.765 ± 0.056
Two-bladed coax lower 2.115 ± 0.029 0.753 ± 0.030
Table 5.5: Reinforced blade rotor systems: momentum theory fits to measured
rotor system performance, with 95% confidence intervals
Rotor system Induced power coeff. κ Profile power CP0 × 104
Two-bladed isolated 1.32 ± 0.07 0.64 ± 0.11
Two-bladed coax 1.27 ± 0.05 1.37 ± 0.25
Two-bladed coax upper 1.60 ± 0.10 0.76 ± 0.15
Two-bladed coax lower 2.01 ± 0.12 0.61 ± 0.20
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Table 5.6: Rotor thrust collective sensitivity for isolated and coaxial rotors
Rotor system Thrust sensitivity ((CT/σ)/θ0)×103
Two-bladed isolated upper 11.6 ± 0.5
Two-bladed isolated lower 13.3 ± 0.5
Two-bladed coaxial upper 9.2 ± 0.6
Two-bladed coaxial lower 11.8 ± 0.5
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Forward flight experiments were performed at the University of Mary-
land Glenn L. Martin Wind Tunnel; the test section with rotor system is shown
in figure 6.1. The properties of the coaxial rotor system tested are summa-
rized in table 6.1. Over the course of a full week in the tunnel, over 871 test
points were captured. The experimental procedure, including the test matrix,
trimming, data processing and wind tunnel corrections are presented in §6.1.
Steady loads and performance are examined in §6.2.1 and 6.2.2, with trends
in control angles and blade tip clearance discussed in §6.2.3. Vibratory hub
loads, including the effect of lift offset and rotor index angle are presented in
§6.3.1 and6.3.2, while pushrod forces are summarized in §6.3.3.
6.1 Experimental Procedure
6.1.1 Test Matrix
The forward flight test matrix, shown in table 6.2, was chosen to inves-
tigate several key aspects of the lift-offset rotor system. Four advance ratios
Portions of this chapter were previously published as ”Performance and Loads of a
Model Coaxial Rotor Part I: Wind Tunnel Measurements” in the Proceedings of the AHS
72nd Annual Forum, West Palm Beach, Florida, May 17 to 19, 2016. All writing and figures
included in this chapter are the original work of the author, with editing by Dr. Jayant Sirohi
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Figure 6.1: Rotor stand installed in the Glenn L. Martin Wind Tunnel
Table 6.1: Summary of rotor properties (wind tunnel)
Two-bladed coaxial
Inter-rotor Spacing 0.140 m
Rotor Radius 1.016 m
Chord 0.080 m
Solidity 0.10
Tip Speed 85, 128 m/s
Rotor Speed (RPM) 900, 1200
1st flap frequency 1.68/rev (900 RPM)
Lock Number 5.9
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were investigated for the isolated rotor system and the coaxial rotor system.
Data was acquired for each rotor configuration at four collective values (for the
coaxial configuration this corresponds to the upper rotor collective). Due to
upper rotor control system actuator limits, the collective values do not agree
completely for all tests, with θ0 = 8
◦ being the only common collective for
all three configurations. At each collective and advance ratio, a sweep of lift
offset, from 0% to 20% was performed. Rewriting the definition of lift offset





Additional tests were performed on the coaxial rotor system at a limited
set of advance ratios and collective values. The first was a 1200 RPM test to
check for the effects of tip speed on the measurements. The second set of tests,
performed at 900 RPM, involved varying the azimuth angle at which the upper
and lower rotor crossings occurred (index angle). The baseline data, taken for
all four collectives and advance ratios, was acquired with blade crossings at
0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦. Defining the azimuth angle of the first crossing, as
the inter-rotor index angle φ, shown in Figure 6.2, two additional index angles
were investigated, φ = 20◦ and φ = 45◦.
6.1.2 Trimming
Initial shaft balancing was performed to minimize the fixed frame vi-
brations at the operating speeds using movable masses located below the 6-
230
Figure 6.2: Inter-rotor index angle, φ, definition, (upper rotor: red, lower
rotor: blue)
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Table 6.2: Forward Flight Test Matrix
Configuration RPM Advance Ratio Collective [deg]
Lower Rotor Isolated 900 0.21, 0.32, 0.43, 0.53 3, 5, 8, 10
Upper Rotor Isolated 900
0.21 3, 5, 8, 10
0.32 3, 5, 8
0.43, 0.53
2, 4, 6, 8
Coaxial Rotor
900 0.21, 0.32, 0.43, 0.53
1200
0.2, 0.3 4, 6
Coaxial Rotor (Indexed) 900
component load cells. After installation of the blades, additional balancing was
performed at zero collective with masses added to the blade grips to counteract
the rotating frame, in-plane forces measured using the 6-component load cells.
Rotor tracking was achieved by varying the rotating frame pitch link lengths.
Due to the high flap-bending stiffness of the blades, visual tracking using stro-
boscopically illuminated blade tips was difficult as deflections were relatively
small. As an alternative, the steady rotating frame pitching moment, caused
by the steady lift asymmetry of untracked blades, was monitored and mini-
mized. The rotor was considered tracked when this steady pitching moment
was less than 2% CTR.
The trim procedure for the coaxial rotor system is outlined in Figure
6.3. Coupling between the upper and lower rotor trim controls was found to
act primarily in one direction. The upper forces and moments were found
to be fairly insensitive to lower rotor forces and moments. This nearly un-
couples the trimming of the rotors to lift offset and torque balance targets,
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as the upper rotor lift offset target is set first, then the lower rotor controls
modified to achieve lower rotor lift offset and system torque balance. For both
upper and lower rotors, torque was found to be highly coupled with pitching
moment, while thrust was correlated primarily with rolling moment. Due to
the coupling between thrust and rolling moment, achieving exact lift offset
targets was difficult and the values listed in table 6.2 are nominal only. Some
operating conditions, particularly at low collective values, exhibited multiple
torque balanced trim solutions. In these cases, the trim solution was chosen
to keep lower rotor collective as close to the upper rotor collective as possible.
6.1.3 Data Processing and Error Analysis
At each operating condition, the azimuthal encoder is used to record
100 rotor revolutions. The data undergoes several post-processing steps in
Matlab. First, pre and post-run tare readings are used to correct for load
cell drift during the test run and a lowpass filter with a corner frequency of
30/rev is used to remove the forces introduced by the 36 tooth drive pulleys.
Steady loads are then computed, treating each revolution as an independent,
identically distributed sample, yielding both a mean steady load, as well as a
sample standard error. For vibratory loads, the filtered data is resampled from
the time domain to the azimuthal domain at 512/rev using the readings from
the azimuthal encoder. The resulting resampled data is then synchronously
averaged, eliminating non harmonic noise. Blade-off tare measurements are
subtracted to correct for hub drag. Rotating frame load cell measurements are
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Figure 6.3: Diagram of coaxial rotor trimming procedure
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transformed to the fixed frame using the azimuthal encoder readings. The fixed
frame coordinate system is oriented with positive X-direction over the fuselage
tail, positive Y -direction to starboard, and positive Z-direction upward.
6.1.4 Wind Tunnel Wall Corrections
The effect of the wind tunnel walls on the rotor measurements was es-
timated following the work of Langer et al. [61]. A modification of the Glauert
wall corrections for application to rotorcraft is introduced. The Glauert cor-






Here δW is a boundary correction factor dependent on the test section
shape, the ratio of model span to tunnel width and the position of the model
in the wind tunnel. Awing is the wing planform area, ATS the tunnel cross
sectional area, and CL the wing coefficient of lift. Equation 6.2 is adapted for














Table 6.3: Wall correction factor and parameters
Model Span Ratio (2R/WTS) 0.604
Aspect Ratio (HTS/WTS) 0.702
δW 0.125
The boundary correction factor is determined from tables published
by Barlow et al. [12]. The rotor system and test section dimensions are
shown in figure 6.4. The section is octagonal and the equivalent correction
factor approximated as that of an elliptical section with the same aspect ratio
(HTS/WTS). The relevant parameters and final correction factor are listed in
table 6.3. The resulting angle of attack, or shaft tilt angle, correction factor
is calculated for the range of advance ratios and thrust coefficients observed
during testing. The corrections, shown in figure 6.5, reach a maximum of
0.5◦ at high thrust and low advance ratio, decreasing with the square of ad-
vance ratio as indicated in equation 6.5. The rotor system was installed in
the tunnel with zero shaft tilt, α, for all test runs. As a result, the correction
methodology of interpolating results between shaft angles employed by Langer
et al. [61] is infeasible. The results are therefore presented with uncorrected
shaft angles, and the calculated shaft angle correction may be implemented in











Figure 6.4: Dimensions (m) of rotor system in the Glenn L. Martin wind tunnel
Figure 6.5: Variation of shaft tilt angle correction factor with advance ratio
and rotor thrust coefficient
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6.2 Steady Loads and Performance
6.2.1 Trimmed Forward Flight
First the isolated lower rotor, and coaxial rotor systems are examined
with zero lift offset to determine baseline performance characteristics. Figures
6.6a and 6.7a show the variation of system CT/σ with advance ratio, µ. From
hover to µ = 0.21 there is an increase in thrust in both the isolated and coaxial
rotor systems. As advance ratio increases further (µ > 0.21), thrust for the
isolated lower rotor decreases for all collectives. In contrast, at lower collective
settings the coaxial system thrust remains somewhat constant with advance
ratio. At 2◦ collective, the coaxial rotor thrust decreases by approximately
20% from µ = 0.2 to µ = 0.5. At higher collectives the decrease in thrust
is much greater with 8◦ collective losing nearly 50% thrust over the same
advance ratio range. This change in thrust occurs as lift production on the
retreating blade decreases due to low dynamic pressures. In order to trim
the rolling moments this decrease in retreating blade lift is accompanied by
a corresponding decrease in advancing blade lift. Rotor thrust then becomes
concentrated at the front and back of the rotor disk, decreasing the total thrust.
As advance ratio increases, thrust at all collectives appears to be converging
as thrust sensitivity to collective decreases. This phenomenon was explored in
single rotors by Berry and Chopra [13] who found that the collective sensitivity
continues to decrease, until, at advance ratios greater than one, control reversal
occurs with increasing collective leading to decreasing thrust.




Figure 6.6: Isolated lower rotor performance variation with advance ratio,
LO = 0
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monotonically from hover to low advance ratio forward flight. This, along
with the increase in thrust, is more commonly observed as the ’power bucket’
experienced by helicopters operating at constant thrust instead of constant
collective. As flight speed increases above µ = 0.21, torque tends to decrease,
although by a much smaller amount than thrust. Once again, higher collectives
experience larger decreases while torque at lower collectives remains nearly
constant. The coaxial rotor system at θ0 = 6
◦ and θ0 = 8
◦ exhibits an initial
decrease in torque from µ = 0.2 to 0.3 with more constant behavior at higher
advance ratios, similar to the isolated rotor at θ0 = 3
◦ and θ0 = 5
◦. Figures
6.6c and 6.7c display the variation of drag with advance ratio. From µ = 0.2
to 0.3 there is nearly no change in the rotor X-force (drag), while there is a
noticeable rise at µ = 0.4 and 0.5. The relatively large errorbars for the drag
force are due to the load cell bias uncertainty of ±4N which, at 900 RPM, is
equivalent to CX/σ = 0.0022.
These three measures of system performance are combined into an ef-
fective rotor lift-to-drag ratio, defined in equation 6.6. This lift-to-drag ratio,
shown in figures 6.6d and 6.7d initially increases with increasing advance ratio
and then begins to fall as the decreasing thrust and increasing hub drag reduce
system efficiency. Isolated lower rotor L/De is greatest at 5
◦ collective, with 8◦
collective showing low efficiency at low advance ratio, and 3◦ collective drop-
ping off at higher advance ratios. While the variation of lift-to-drag ratio with
collective for the coaxial system is small, the L/De for 8
◦ collective appears to
consistently be lower than 4◦ and 6◦ collective. In both isolated and coaxial
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6.2.2 Lift Offset and Steady Loads
The introduction of lift offset is intended to avoid the decrease in lift-
to-drag ratio as advance ratio increases, especially at high collective values.
To investigate the effect of lift offset on system performance a single collective
(θ0 = 8
◦) is examined for both the isolated and coaxial rotor systems. Figures
6.8a and 6.9a show thrust as a function of the applied lift offset for isolated
upper and lower rotors, and coaxial upper and lower rotors respectively. At all
advance ratios the isolated rotors produce more thrust than the coaxial system.
This difference in thrust at a given collective is due to aerodynamic interaction,
and is greatest at low advance ratios when the wake skew angle is lowest. For
the three higher advance ratios there is a linear relationship between lift offset
and thrust output. The slope is similar in all three cases though the initial,
zero lift offset, thrust value decreases with increasing advance ratio. Therefore
the relative increase in thrust compared to zero lift offset is greater at higher
advance ratios, ranging from 26% at µ = 0.32 to 43% at µ = 0.53 for the
coaxial rotor system.








Figure 6.8: Isolated upper and lower rotor hub loads vs. LO, θ0 = 8
◦
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with lift offset. The isolated rotor systems exhibit initially decreasing torque
with lift offset. At µ = 0.21 and µ = 0.32 the isolated rotor torque increases
beyond LO = 0.10. At higher advance ratios there is no rise in torque at
high LO, with torque becoming fairly constant after the initial drop. For the
coaxial rotor system torque increases with LO values beyond 0.10 at µ = 0.21
and µ = 0.32, although the initial drop observed in the isolated rotor is not
observed. On the other hand, at µ = 0.43 and µ = 0.53 coaxial rotor torque
initially decreases with increasing advance ratio. At µ = 0.43 torque reaches a
minimum at 17% lift offset before slightly increasing, while at µ = 0.53 torque
continues to fall past LO = 20% down to 87% of the original zero-lift offset
value. For both isolated and coaxial rotors the decrease in torque is due to the
decreasing dynamic pressure at the retreating blade, forcing higher angles of
attack at high advance ratios. As a consequence, at the highest advance ratios
lift offset may be increased further before diminishing returns on the torque
recovery from the retreating blade are encountered.
Figures 6.8c and 6.9c show drag at higher advance ratios remaining
fairly constant with slight increases at LO values greater than 20%. In contrast
the µ = 0.21 and µ = 0.32 drag curves steadily increase with increasing lift
offset. An additional trend examined is that of rotor side force with lift offset,
shown in figures 6.8d and 6.9d. Upper and lower rotor side forces increase
in opposite direction with lift offset. This is expected as lift offset is due
to the increased effective lift force on one side of the rotorcraft. This force
has a component in the in-plane direction due to precone angle and blade
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flap-bending. There appears to be a weak trend with side force magnitude
decreasing with increasing advance ratio although this is attributable to the
decrease in thrust with increasing advance ratio shown in figures 6.8a and 6.9a.
With lift offset having the largest effect on rotor thrust, further data
reduction is performed to quantify the influence of lift offset on thrust at all
collectives and advance ratios. Figure 6.10 shows how lift offset influences the
variation of blade loading with collective pitch for the coaxial rotor system at
µ=0.5. As in §5.2.6, collective sensitivity is defined as the slope of a linear
regression of blade loading on collective angle. For the three lift offsets in
figure 6.10 the collective sensitivity varies between 3.3×10−3 at zero lift offset
and 6.6×10−3 at 20% lift offset. Figure 6.11 shows a contour plot of collective
sensitivity vs. lift offset and advance ratio. Increasing advance ratio from 0.2
to 0.5 decreases collective sensitivity by a factor of three. Adding lift offset
increases collective sensitivity at all advance ratios, with the relative increase
from the zero lift offset case greatest at high advance ratio.
Figures 6.12a and 6.12b show the effect of lift offset on L/De for the
isolated upper and lower rotors, as well as the coaxial upper and lower rotors
respectively. At µ=0.21 the lift-to-drag ratio is nearly constant with lift offset.
The isolated rotors show a small increase with lift offset while there is a small
decrease near 20% lift offset for the coaxial rotors. At µ = 0.32 lift-to-drag
rises steadily through lift offset of 10% where the coaxial rotor L/De levels
out. For µ = 0.43 and µ = 0.53 the lift-to-drag ratio rises up past a lift offset




Figure 6.9: Coaxial upper and lower rotor hub loads vs. LO, θ0 = 8
◦
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Figure 6.10: Coaxial rotor blade loading vs. collective pitch angle at three LO
levels (µ = 0.5)
Figure 6.11: Contour plot of coaxial rotor collective sensitivity vs. LO and µ
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.12: (a) Isolated rotors L/De variation with Lift Offset (b) Coaxial
upper and lower rotor L/De variation with lift offset
The isolated upper and lower rotors have very similar L/De curves at
µ = 0.21 while the coaxial lower rotor operates at significantly higher L/De
than the upper rotor at all values of LO. The difference in upper and lower
coaxial rotor L/De is surprising, as the interference effect between rotors in
hover tends to decrease lower rotor performance by a greater factor than for the
upper rotor. However, this decrease in lower rotor efficiency in coaxial forward
flight is similar to a result from simulations by Yeo and Johnson [109] using
CAMRAD II which showed that the interference effect tended to decrease
thrust on the upper rotor by a larger amount than the lower. This trend
in thrust is examined in figure 6.13. Here the reversal in thrust ratio from
hover to forward flight is clear, with a minimum value occurring near µ = 0.2.
The lower rotor continues to produce more thrust than the upper rotor at all
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advance ratios, with increasing lift offset decreasing the upper rotor thrust
deficit. The relatively constant trend in CTU/CTL at advance ratios of 0.3 and
greater may be explained by considering the wake-skew angle χ, approximated






The resulting wake geometry for the coaxial rotor system at µ = 0.2
and µ = 0.3 is shown in figure 6.14. At µ = 0.2 the leading edge upper rotor
wake impinges on the lower rotor near the hub, increasing upwash on the lower
rotor disk near ψ = 180◦. By µ = 0.3 however, the upper rotor wake clears
the lower rotor disk entirely and the interaction effect between the two rotors
is decreased. While this simple theory provides some insight into the wake
dynamics, the reality is much more complicated as the upper rotor wake tends
to be accelerated by the lower rotor wake and more complicated mixing occurs.
While the CAMRAD II analysis by Yeo and Johnson predicted increased lower
rotor thrust, the current findings differ in several ways. Yeo and Johnson
predict an increasing difference in upper and lower rotor thrust with lift offset,
whereas the opposite trend is observed in the measured data at all advance
ratios. Additionally Yeo and Johnson predict a maximum difference in upper
and lower rotor thrust of 6% at LO=0.4, while the measured difference varies
from 16% to 2% depending on advance ratio and lift offset.
Figure 6.15a shows the summed coaxial system L/De vs. LO. Here the
increases in efficiency for the coaxial rotor system at µ = 0.43 and µ = 0.53 are
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Figure 6.13: Ratio of upper to lower rotor thrust vs. advance ratio at three
lift offset values (θ0 = 8
◦)
approximately 40% and 60% respectively from the corresponding LO = 0.0
cases. The peak efficiency achieved with LO is 30% greater than for the most
efficient zero LO case at µ = 0.32. Figure 6.15b shows these trends on a
contour plot generated using a surface fit with gradient based smoothing. The
contour plot illustrates the insensitivity of L/De to lift offset at low advance
ratios and the advantages of running at higher advance ratios and lift offset
values.
Data was predominantly taken at 900 RPM due to very large pushrod
forces and blade flap-bending at higher rotational speed. In order to quantify
the effect of tip speed on rotor performance and loads, a limited test matrix
was run at 1200 RPM. Figure 6.16 shows lift-to-drag ratio vs. lift offset at
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Figure 6.14: Side-view of upper and lower coaxial rotor wake slipstreams at
µ = 0.2 and µ = 0.3
900 and 1200 RPM for both advance ratios tested. The good agreement in
behavior at both tip speeds indicates that there are not appreciable Reynolds
and Mach number effects occurring between 900 and 1200 RPM.
6.2.3 Control Angles and Blade Tip Clearance
Control angles were not explicitly measured during testing. Instead
they are extracted using the amplitude and phase of the one-per-revolution
(1/rev) component of the blade root pitch angle measurements. While this
effectively characterizes the control angles, it is important to note that due to
control linkage deflection and free-play the blade undergoes higher harmonic
pitching motions in addition to the 1/rev cyclic. Figure 6.17 shows upper rotor
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.15: (a) Coaxial system L/De variation with lift offset (b) Interpolated
contour plot of coaxial system L/De variation with lift offset and µ
Figure 6.16: Coaxial rotor system effective lift-to-drag ratio vs lift offset at
900 and 1200 RPM, θ0 = 6
◦
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azimuthal pitch angle variation at various advance ratios. As advance ratio
increases the higher harmonic motions become apparent. Figures 6.18a and
6.18b show these higher harmonic amplitudes, normalized by the 1/rev cyclic
amplitude for an upper and lower rotor blade respectively. At µ = 0.21 all
higher harmonics are less than 2% of the cyclic amplitude. However as ad-
vance ratio increases, three, four, and five-per-revolution harmonics increase
to around 10% of the 1/rev cyclic amplitude for the upper rotor. Lower rotor
higher harmonic pitching amplitudes remain below 5% of the cyclic amplitude.
This difference in higher harmonic pitching is due to the increased complexity
of the upper rotor pitch control system which introduces additional free-play
nonlinearity compared to the lower rotor system. Figure 6.19 shows the vari-
ation of cyclic controls with advance ratio and lift offset for the lower rotor at
8◦ collective and 900 RPM. Note that due to the high first flap frequency of
1.68/revolution the phase lag between cyclic pitch and blade flapping is only
40 degrees. As such, lateral cyclic is referred to as θ1S and longitudinal cyclic
as θ1C , in contrast to nomenclature for fully articulated or hingeless rotor sys-
tems. The circles are the controls at zero lift offset while the x’s show the
variation of the controls with lift offset. The variation of longitudinal cyclic
with advance ratio is negligible compared to the lateral cyclic necessary to trim
the rolling moments. Increasing lift offset involves simultaneously decreasing
lateral cyclic while increasing longitudinal cyclic.
As previously noted, the blade tip clearance sensor, originally intended
for use as a safety device, was accurate enough to extract trends in tip clearance
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Figure 6.17: Azimuthal variation of upper rotor pitch angle colored by advance
ratio, µ
(a) (b)
Figure 6.18: Isolated rotors root pitch harmonics normalized by corresponding
1/rev cyclic pitching amplitude (θ1), θ0 = 8







Figure 6.19: Lower rotor cyclic controls vs. advance ratio and lift offset θ0 = 8
◦,
(a) θ1C (b) θ1S
with flight condition. Maintaining tip clearance is critical for safety especially
during maneuvering flight and the data from the clearance sensor will be very
useful for correlating with analyses. Figure 6.20a is the unprocessed azimuthal
clearance signal at various advance ratios. All four blade crossings are visible,
with tip clearance at the advancing upper rotor blade (ψ = 90◦) increasing
with lift offset, while clearance simultaneously decreases at the retreating up-
per rotor blade (ψ = 270◦). Figures 6.20b and 6.20c show variation of tip
clearance at ψ = 270◦ vs. LO for various test cases. Figure 6.20b shows
blade tip clearance at 8◦ collective varying with lift offset and advance ratio.
Tip clearance begins near 13% of the rotor radius R, just slightly less than
the static blade tip separation of 13.8%R, indicating higher lower rotor thrust
than upper rotor thrust. Tip clearance decreases with lift offset down to a
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minimum value of 6%R for all four advance ratios. The minimum safe clear-
ance for this test was chosen as 5% R or 5 cm. While the trends are similar
for all µ, tip clearance at a fixed lift offset value increases with advance ratio.
This is expected due to the relationship between advance ratio and thrust at
fixed collective as shown in figure 6.7a.
The effect of collective (indirectly thrust) on clearance is shown in Fig-
ure 6.20c. Due to different initial upper and lower rotor trim settings, the
6◦ collective case has approximately 1% less clearance than the 8◦ collective
case at zero lift offset. The tip clearance at θ0 = 6◦ decreases slower than the
higher collective case, with both converging to 6%R clearance at maximum
lift offset. This is again due to the effect of the reduced thrust on the lower
collective case. Figure 6.20d shows the effect of tip speed on blade tip clear-
ance. Increasing tip speed reduces the relative first flap frequency of the blade
causing greater deflections for a given lift offset. During these 1200 RPM tests
the minimum safe tip clearance of 5%R limited the system lift offset to 15%.
6.3 Vibratory Loads
Vibratory loads are a major factor in rotor design, especially for heli-
copters with stiff blades operating at high advance ratios. In order to control
high vibratory loads, production helicopters employ passive absorbers and ac-
tive force generators. Accurate prediction of these loads is therefore important
to optimize the sizing and placement of these components, reducing the asso-





Figure 6.20: Blade clearance vs. LO (a) Raw azimuthal signal(θ0 = 8
◦, µ =
0.53), (b) Variation of minimum clearance with µ (θ0 = 8
◦), (c) Variation
of minimum clearance with collective(θ0 = 8
◦, µ = 0.53), (d) Variation of
minimum clearance with tip speed (θ0 = 6
◦,µ = 0.32)
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advance ratio, the level of lift offset and the presence of two rotors both in-
fluence the generation and transmission of vibratory loads to the rotorcraft
fuselage.
6.3.1 Isolated Rotor Hub Loads
First consider the vibratory loads of an isolated rotor in forward flight.
Figure 6.21 shows the first four even vibratory load harmonics in all six axes.
The vibratory forces are normalized by the steady thrust CT0, while the vibra-
tory moments are normalized by CT0R. Vibratory loads in all axes increase
with advance ratio. The in-plane rotor forces, CX and CY , are dominated
by a four-per-revolution component. These large four-per-revolution in-plane
forces are likely due to their proximity to the first blade lag mode at 4.5-per-
revolution. Lag-bending modes are generally lightly damped, and create large
amplification of any forcing near the modal frequency. The rotor thrust and
torque vibratory loads are mainly comprised of a two-per revolution compo-
nent. The pitching moment shows two, four, and eight per-revolution vibratory
loads increasing with lift offset, while the rolling moment displays smaller two,
four-per-revolution loads.
The azimuthal variation of the rotor thrust with advance ratio, normal-
ized by mean thrust, is plotted in figure 6.22. The two-per-revolution compo-
nent is predominant, with peaks near ψ = 110◦ and ψ = 290◦. The measured
hub loads are delayed by a phase lag relative to the input aerodynamic forcing.
This phase lag may be approximated using the first flap natural frequency and
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damping ratio determined from the rotating frame dynamic measurements in
§4.3.3. At 900 RPM the first flap frequency is νβ=1.67/revolution and the
damping ratio is ζ=0.22. The proximity of the first flap mode to the forcing
frequency (2/revolution) relative to the second flap mode at 6.8/revolution,
allows for the assumption of single degree of freedom response. The phase lag
of rotor response to 2/revolution aerodynamic forcing is given in terms of the





The resulting phase lag is 110◦. The two-per-revolution aerodynamic
forcing creating the large hub load response is therefore concentrated at ψ = 0◦
and ψ = 180◦. This indicates the expected concentration of lift on the leading
and trailing edges of the rotor disk as the retreating rotor blade lift production
capability decreases due to low dynamic pressure.
Figure 6.23 shows the same loads at a fixed advance ratio, µ = 0.53,
while lift offset is varied. Increasing lift offset decreases vibratory loads in
all three hub forces and in rotor torque. The effect is largest in the primary
vibratory load components, four-per-revolution for the in-plane forces and two-
per-revolution in thrust and torque. The azimuthal variation of the normalized
lower rotor thrust is shown in figure 6.24. Increasing lift offset decreases the
two-per-revolution thrust as the advancing rotor blade makes additional lift,
however the vibratory load level does not return to the baseline observed in
figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.21: Isolated lower rotor vibratory hub load amplitudes, vs. advance




Figure 6.22: Isolated lower rotor azimuthal thrust variation (normalized by
mean thrust) vs. advance ratio (LO = 0, θ0 = 8
◦)
The opposite trend is seen in the rolling and pitching moment where
the two-per-revolution vibratory load increases with lift offset, while higher
harmonic moments decrease with lift offset. The increase is largest in the
rolling moment which is expected as any steady lift offset is accompanied by a
two-per-revolution component due to the two-bladed rotor. When lateral cyclic
is decreased to induce lift offset, a rotating frame hub overturning moment,
CM,rot, is created as shown in equation 6.9. When transformed to the fixed
frame this rotating moment resolves into a steady rolling moment, which is
the lift offset, and a two-per-revolution component as shown in equation 6.10.
Note that for a target steady rolling moment the one-per-revolution rotating
frame overturning moment must have an amplitude twice the steady fixed
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Figure 6.23: Isolated lower rotor vibratory hub load amplitudes vs. LO (µ =
0.53, θ0 = 8
◦)
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frame value. This rotating moment amplitude drives the choice of the load
cell calibration range with a two-bladed rotor. In both figures 6.21 and 6.23 the
most significant forces, neglecting the in-plane forces, are two-per-revolution,
in agreement with the analysis by Blackwell and Millot [17] that led to the
selection of four-bladed main rotors for the X2TD.
LO
Figure 6.24: Isolated lower rotor azimuthal thrust variation (normalized by
mean thrust) vs. lift offset (µ = 0.53, θ0 = 8
◦)
CM,rot = A sin(ψ) (6.9)
CMX = CM,rot sin(ψ)
= A sin2(ψ)
= A/2(1 + sin(2ψ))
(6.10)
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Figure 6.25: Isolated upper and lower rotor vibratory hub load amplitudes vs.
summed coaxial rotor hub loads (LO = 0, θ0 = 8
◦, µ = 0.53)
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6.3.2 Coaxial Rotor Hub Loads
When operated with both upper and lower rotors, the resulting loads
on the system are the summation of upper and lower rotor loads. The load
components can add both in and out of phase, increasing or decreasing the
resulting vibratory loads experienced by the system. Figure 6.25 shows the vi-
bratory loads for the isolated upper and lower rotors as well as for the summed
coaxial rotor system. The coaxial system eliminates vibratory rolling moment
and side force, along with the two-per-revolution torque. There is a small
decrease in the four per-revolution drag force while the pitching moment and
thrust vibratory loads are effectively unchanged. The constructive and de-
structive interference between upper and lower rotor loads is dependent on
the azimuth angle at which the upper and lower rotor blades cross.
The effect on the summation of upper-lower loads is shown in the az-
imuthal variation of rolling moment in figure 6.26a. At this index angle, φ = 0◦,
the upper and lower rotor two-per-revolution rolling moments are 180◦ out of
phase and completely cancel, which explains the trend as previously shown
in figure 6.25. Figure 6.26b shows the result of this summation for the three
index angles investigated during this experiment. As the index angle increases
the two-per-revolution rolling cancellation decreases, until at φ = 45◦ the up-
per and lower rotor vibratory rolling moments add perfectly in phase. Figure
6.27 shows the variation of all six force components with index angle at 20%
lift offset. At this high lift offset, the influence of the index angle on the
two-per-revolution in-plane forces and moments is apparent. Modifying the
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.26: CMX azimuthal variation (LO = 20%, θ0 = 6
◦, µ = 0.32)
(a)Summation of upper and lower rotor CMX (φ = 0
◦), (b) Coaxial system
summed CMX vs. index angle φ
index angle to reduce the vibratory CMY and CFX results in a corresponding
increase in CMX and CFY .
The effect of phasing on the variation of the main vibratory hub loads
with lift offset is explored further in figures 6.28 to 6.31. The two-per revolution
in-plane forces in figures 6.28a and 6.28b are dominated by the side force CX
which increases with increasing lift offset. Increasing the inter-rotor index
angle from 0 to 45 degrees results in total cancellation of the two-per-revolution
side force. The four-per-revolution in-plane forces, shown in figures 6.29a and
6.29b, are smaller in amplitude and tend to decrease with increasing lift offset.
Here φ = 45◦ increases vibratory CX at zero lift offset, while φ = 20
◦ increases




Figure 6.27: Rotor system vibratory hub load amplitudes vs. inter-rotor index
angle (µ = 0.31, θ0 = 6
◦, LO = 20%)
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.28: Variation of two-per-revolution in-plane forces (normalized by
C0T ) with lift offset and index angle (µ = 0.31, θ0 = 6
◦), (a) C4X , (b) C
4
Y
with increasing lift offset. Increasing the index angle to 20 degrees results in a
small reduction in C2T at lower lift offset, while there is complete cancellation
of the two-per-revolution thrust at φ = 45◦. The two-per-revolution rolling
and pitching moments C2MX and C
2
MY are shown in figures 6.31a and 6.31b.
At φ = 0◦, C2MY increases linearly with lift offset and C
2
MX remains constant,
while at φ = 45◦, C2MX increases with lift offset and C
2
MY remains near zero.
The rolling and pitching moments are of similar magnitude when the index
angle is 20 degrees, remaining lower than the peak loads in the φ = 0◦ and
φ = 45◦ cases.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.29: Variation of four-per-revolution in-plane forces (normalized by
C0T ) with lift offset and index angle (µ = 0.31, θ0 = 6
◦), (a) C4X , (b) C
4
Y
Figure 6.30: Variation of two-per-revolution thrust force (normalized by C0T )




Figure 6.31: Variation of two-per-revolution in plane moments (normalized by
C0TR) with lift offset and index angle (µ = 0.31, θ0 = 6
◦), (a) C2MX , (b) C
2
MY
Figure 6.32: Azimuthal variation of upper rotor pushrod force colored by
advance ratio, µ
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Figure 6.33: 1st harmonic pitch link load amplitude variation with lift offset
(µ = 0.53, θ0 = 8
◦)
6.3.3 Pushrod Loads
Pushrod loads provide insight into the rotor blade pitching moment
dynamics and were measured for all four blades. They were also an impor-
tant consideration during testing for safety reasons as the observed loads were
significantly higher than those predicted by initial design studies. Figure 6.32
shows the azimuthal variation of upper rotor pushrod force colored by ad-
vance ratio. As with the pitch angles, higher harmonic components become
large at high speeds. Figure 6.33 shows the variation of the first pitch link
load harmonic with lift offset for all four rotor blades. All four loads tend to
decrease with increasing lift offset, attributable due to the decreased swash-
plate inclination. The difference in pitch horn geometry is evident in the large
difference between upper and lower rotor pitch link forces. The shorter upper
rotor pitch horn moment arm, necessitated by space constraints, results in
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larger pitch link loads for a given pitching moment. Additionally there is a
significant difference between the first and second upper rotor-blade one-per-
revolution loads. A numerical study of the pitch link loads by Schmaus and
Chopra [98] revealed that a large portion of the one-per-revolution loading is
attributable to viscous damping in the hub roller bearings. Thus the observed
difference between upper rotor pitch link 1st harmonic forces is most likely
due to a difference in bearing assembly and lubrication. Figure 6.34 shows
the variation of the higher harmonic pushrod forces with lift offset. As with
the first harmonic the higher harmonics tend to decrease with increasing lift
offset. The most striking feature of the higher harmonics is the large five-per-
revolution component, present in all four pushrod loads, because there is no
obvious source of excitation for this mode. This corresponds with the pitch
harmonic observed in the blade root pitch angle sensors shown in figure 6.18.
It is possible that the backlash present in the rotor system results in broadband
excitation that includes the observed five-per-revolution component.
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Figure 6.34: Higher harmonic pitch link load variation with lift offset (µ =




Summary and Future Work
7.1 Summary
A model-scale, rigid, counter-rotating coaxial rotor system was designed
and fabricated. Toothed belts and pulleys maintain consistent phasing and
angular velocity between upper and lower rotors. Modular, rigid rotor hubs,
with roller bearing assemblies for reacting centrifugal and flap and lag bending
modes were fabricated. A pitch control system, with two separate three degree
of freedom swashplate assemblies for upper and lower rotors was designed and
built. Custom linear servos, with high force output and high precision were
designed for actuating the swashplate assemblies. Hub loads were measured
by two custom 6 component load cells mounted below each rotor. Blade root
pitch angles were measured using a compact arrangement of Hall effect sensors
and magnets along with cubic calibration curves. Strain gauge instrumented
hoop load cells with custom instrumentation amplifiers monitor pushrod loads.
Finally a custom optical blade tip clearance sensor, embedded in the lower
surface of the upper rotor blade, was designed and calibrated. Two sets of rotor
blades were fabricated using a two-cell foam core construction with carbon-
fiber prepregs. The first, reference blades featured a uniform VR-12 cross
section, while the second set of blades utilized additional prepreg laminates
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and a root reinforcement cuff to achieve high flap-bending stiffness, and Lock
number targets for forward flight with lift offset. The layup and cuff were
designed with the aid of linear rotating beam finite element model. Blade
stiffness properties were measured for both reference and reinforced blades.
Uniform beam assumptions and tip slope responses to applied tip loads were
used to characterize the reference blades. Stereoscopic digital image correlation
(DIC) was used to measure the full-field displacements of the reinforced rotor
blades in response to tip loading. The distributed displacement measurements
were then used to update the spanwise varying stiffness properties of the linear
beam model by minimizing an error objective function between measured and
predicted displacements.
High speed stereoscopic DIC was used along with a white noise, elec-
tromechanical shaker forcing to measure the dynamic response of the reinforced
rotor blades. The response was then analyzed using the Natural Excitation
Technique and Eigensystem Realization Algorithm operational modal analysis
(OMA) techniques. The results of the analyses included blade natural fre-
quencies and associated mode shapes. These results were compared to the
outputs from a nonlinear beam model of the blade. Excellent agreement, both
between natural frequencies and mode shapes was observed, validating high-
speed DIC plus OMA techniques for measuring rotor blade dynamic properties.
Additional dynamic characterization was performed on rotating rotor blades,
excited by a transient gust disturbance. Deformations were measured using
high-speed DIC, phase locked with the rotor system. The resulting deforma-
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tions were then processed using a modified Ibrahim Time Domain analysis.
The first flapping frequency and mode shape were successfully extracted and,
while noisy, found to agree with the nonlinear beam model. Additionally the
damping ratio for the first flap mode was successfully extracted and agreed
with a theoretical calculation based on linear aerodynamics to within measure-
ment uncertainty. The validation of accurate damping ratio extraction allows
for the DIC and ITD technique to be used to characterize rotor systems with
marginal stability, such as extremely flexible bladed micro-aerial vehicles.
7.1.1 Hover Results
Three distinct rounds of hover testing were performed. The first two
tests concentrated on rotor system performance and steady loads with com-
parison to blade element momentum theory (BEMT) and free vortex method
(FVM) codes. Performance measurements for both the isolated and the coax-
ial rotor systems showed good agreement with the FVM analysis without any
modification of the CFD computed airfoil tables, while the BEMT underpre-
dicted the coaxial rotor induced power. A momentum theory model was fit to
the experimental data in order to compare profile and induced powers between
rotor configurations. Comparisons between the four-bladed isolated and two-
bladed coaxial rotors revealed a statistically significant difference (with 95%
confidence) in induced power with the coaxial rotor consuming 6% less power
than the isolated rotor. This result is in agreement with theoretical perfor-
mance limits from momentum theory, as well as with FVM predictions. The
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coaxial rotor system outperforms the equivalent solidity single rotor system
without taking into account additional realizable efficiency gains such as the
lack of necessity of a tail rotor.
By measuring independent upper and lower rotor hub loads, the wake
interactions between rotors was investigated. The analytical model fits re-
vealed 18% and 49% increases in induced power for the upper and lower coax-
ial rotors when compared to an equivalent isolated two-bladed rotor. Thrust
sharing between upper and lower rotor coaxial rotors with the system torque
balanced was found to be nearly constant with the upper rotor providing 54%
of the total thrust at all collectives. The FVM analysis accurately captured
this steady interaction, while the BEMT predictions were accurate for the
lower rotor only. Examining the radial variation of inflow and thrust for up-
per and lower rotors as computed by the FVM and BEMT analyses reveals
that the BEMT does not capture the influence of the lower rotor on the upper.
Additionally the lack of diffusion the in the BEMT wake leads to unrealisti-
cally large gradients in spanwise rotor inflow and thrust when compared to
the FVM analysis. A full FVM analysis is therefore recommended as the min-
imum resolution necessary for predicting individual upper and lower coaxial
rotor performance with no empirical correction factors.
In addition to steady performance data, vibratory loads were also mea-
sured and analyzed during the third round of hover testing. In comparison to
isolated rotors, the lower coaxial rotor demonstrated a statistically significant
increase in four-per-revolution thrust variation. This variation corresponded
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to the four upper-lower rotor blade crossings each revolution. Each thrust
peak exhibited a board primary peak followed by a narrow secondary peak,
indicating multiple excitation mechanisms between rotors. The broad peak is
likely associated with bound-vortex interaction between rotor blades, while the
secondary peak due to blade thickness effects. Full CFD analysis is necessary
to capture this secondary effect, as the lifting line or panel methods employed
by comprehensive codes will not account for blade thickness.
7.1.2 Forward Flight Results
Wind tunnel testing was performed to investigate the effects of lift off-
set in forward flight on performance and vibratory loads at several advance
ratios and collectives. Lift offset was found to increase rotor system efficiency
as measured by rotor effective lift-to-drag ratio, especially at high advance
ratio. This increased efficiency is largely due to increased rotor thrust from
the advancing rotor blade. This manifests itself as an increase in rotor thrust
collective sensitivity with lift offset, counteracting the decrease that occurs
with forward flight speed. Rotor torque is largely unaffected by lift offset
while rotor drag increases with lift offset at low advance ratios, and remains
constant at high advance ratios. Peak lift-to-drag ratio gains of 30% were
measured when operating with lift offset for the coaxial rotor system at 8 de-
grees collective. Comparison of steady loads at 900 and 1200 RPM revealed no
measurable Reynolds or Mach number effects on performance. The lower rotor
in the coaxial configuration was found to operate at higher lift-to-drag ratios
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than the upper rotor, primarily due to a, previously unmeasured, reversal of
the upper-lower rotor thrust ratio from hover to forward flight. The thrust
ratio decreases from a maximum of 1.17 in hover to a minimum near 0.85
at µ = 0.21, before increasing back to between 0.9 and 1 at higher advance
ratios. Increasing lift offset was found to decrease the difference in upper and
lower rotor thrusts at all advance ratios. This is in contrast to a previous
computational study which noted this thrust reversal effect.
Blade tip clearance decreased with lift offset, collective and tip speed
but showed no appreciable variation with advance ratio. Tip clearance decrease
with lift offset were accompanied by a corresponding rise in rotor side force
due to blade flap-bending and normal force asymmetry. Pitch link loads were
measured with dominant first harmonic loads, determined to be caused by
viscous damping in the rotor hub bearings. Additional four-per-revolution
forces were observed, associated with the blade passage frequency. Large five-
per-revolution forces were observed in both upper and lower pitch links. With
no source of five-per-revolution excitation these loads are likely due to the
control system free-play generating a non-linear interaction between the large
one and four-per-revolution forces.
Isolated, zero-lift offset rotor vibratory loads were found to increase
with advance ratio with large four-per-revolution in-plane forces accompanied
by two-per-revolution thrust variation. This two-per-revolution thrust was at-
tributed to thrust concentration at the front and back of the rotor disk by using
the response phase lag from the measured flap damping and natural frequency.
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Additionally two-per-revolution vibratory pitching moment and torque in-
creased with increasing advance ratio. Increasing lift offset decreased two and
four-per-revolution vibratory forces, both in and out of plane, while increasing
two-per-revolution pitching and rolling moment vibratory loads. The coaxial
configuration was found to significantly decrease many vibratory loads, most
notably the four-per-revolution in plane forces, and the two-per-revolution
torque. Varying the inter-rotor index angle modified two-per-revolution loads
with rolling moment and side-force increasing as pitching moment and drag
force decrease and vice versa. The two-per-revolution thrust force was com-
pletely canceled at an inter-rotor phase angle of 45◦. The changes in loads
with index angle are a powerful design parameter for selective cancellation of
vibratory hub loads.
7.2 Future Work
The results of the current work have implications for the design and
study of closely spaced CCR rotorcraft in general. The interference effects
on performance in hover and forward flight suggest that dissimilar upper and
lower rotor designs may provide an opportunity for increasing system efficiency.
The challenge in the dissimilar design comes from the observed reversal in in-
terference effect between hover and forward flight. This reversal forces a choice
between optimizing the relative rotor geometry for hover or for forward flight.
Additionally, while lift offset was shown to greatly increase rotor efficiency,
the rigid blade construction necessary for supporting lift offset transmits large
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vibratory loads to the rotorcraft. While varying the rotor index angle was
shown to provide selective cancellation of vibratory loads, additional technolo-
gies, such as higher harmonic or on-blade vibration control, would be valuable
in any high speed CCR design.
The hardware developed for the current study provides a platform for
future experimental exploration of coaxial rotorcraft aeromechanics. The fol-
lowing list includes suggestions for improving the experimental design, as well
as recommendations for additional avenues research.
• A load cell calibration specifically tailored to the expected rotor loads
could reduce bias uncertainty, which was the dominant source of mea-
surement uncertainty during low RPM testing, especially for in-plane
forces
• A full, six-degree-of-freedom dynamic calibration is recommended to ver-
ify and extend the measurement frequency ranges calculated from the
reported load cell stiffness properties
• Additional high-speed cameras to capture the blade deformations over
the entire disk would enable the use of NExT ERA for rotating modal ex-
traction, allowing for higher spatial resolution, and more accurate modal
properties
• Tests with co-rotating upper and lower rotors would provide insight into
the effect of wake swirl recovery on coaxial rotor performance in hover
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• Particle image velocimetry flow-field measurements of the rotor system
in hover and forward flight is necessary to characterize the rotor wake
geometry. Capturing the flow-field between crossing upper and lower
rotor blades in hover would enhance the understanding of the apparent
multi-modal interactions.
• The upper-lower rotor thrust reversal observed during wind tunnel test-
ing may be investigated further. Low speed (µ < 0.2) forward flight
testing, as well as flow-field measurements are necessary to fully charac-
terize the mechanisms causing the reversal
• Rotor blades with a more realistic geometry, including varying airfoil
profiles, chord, and four-bladed rotors could allow for the investigation














































































Figure A.1: Load cell amplifier circuit diagram
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